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Fully Fuelled

AMBITION
Avfuel President & CEO Craig R Sincock

C

raig R Sincock
bought
Ann Arbor,
Michiganbased Avfuel
in 1985. Today,
Q\JWI[\[QVM`KM[[WN ÆQOP\
department customers, 650
branded FBOs and more than
3,000 fuelling locations globally,
supplying fuel to passenger
and freight airlines, corporate
ÆQOP\LMXIZ\UMV\[.*7[
helicopter operators and the
military. Through 28 further
acquisitions, growing sales and
marketing alliances, Sincock has
not only expanded Avfuel into a
worldwide fuel supplier, he’s also
grown it into other, sometimes
loosely related areas…
Avtank, for example, designs,
engineers and builds fuel storage
systems and refuelling equipment,
while Avlease manages and leases
that equipment. Avsurance procures
insurance cover for pilots, airports,
equipment manufacturers, distributors
and other facilities, and Avplan is
IN]TT[MZ^QKMÆQOP\XTIVVQVOIVL
trip-support company. Meanwhile,

;QVKWKS¼[[QOP\[IZM[M\ÅZUTaWV\PM
future, through the Avfuel Technology
Initiatives Corporation.
Even more remarkable than this
extraordinary success is the fact that
Sincock barely left home to achieve
it! A graduate of the University of
Michigan, located in Ann Arbor, he still
lives in the city and says: “Ann Arbor
is my home and I’ve lived in Michigan
most of my life. Avfuel was in Ann
Arbor when I acquired it and there’s
never really been a reason to move. We
J]QT\IVM_Wٻ
KMJ]\\PMKQ\aKWV\QV]M[
to be ideal for Avfuel for a number of
reasons. We’re right next to the city’s
general aviation airport, Ann Arbor has
a thriving economy, which is good for
business and our employees – as well
as for attracting and retaining them –
and it’s where our long-time employees
have established their families. We
PI^M[M^MZITW[ٺQ\MMUXTWaMM[QVSMa
territories around the US and Europe,
XT][IVWٻ
KMQV<M`I[J]\\PM^I[\
majority of Avfuel employees are inhouse, right at home in Ann Arbor.”
Sincock says he bought Avfuel
because he intended “…to do
[WUM\PQVO[QOVQÅKIV\_Q\PQ\1¼^MIT_Ia[
had big plans for Avfuel and believed
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Not only does Avfuel lease
fuelling equipment, it also
engineers and builds it.

in what the company could do from the
very beginning. Stagnation is not an
option – Avfuel will always grow and
adapt. I’d like to think Avfuel’s growth
was slow and steady, but when I look at
its history, we really have covered a lot of
ground in a relatively short time in the
fuel business. We’ve never had a negative
year and there’s a lot of reliability behind
that statistic that our customers – and
employees – can count on.”
Taking on a company with such
grand plans for success inevitably
meant accepting risk, but
Sincock reckons that’s just
part of the business. “There’s
no growth without risk, but
you should only take smart
risks. We look at a potential
acquisition from every angle
and consult with experts
inside and outside the company to
make sure what we’re doing best serves
our customers and employees.”
Fuel and more

Fuel supply accounts for 90% of
Avfuel’s business, yet the company
actually does so much more. Services,
including Avsurance and Avplan, are
perhaps unlikely offerings for a fuel

6
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¹<PM[MILLQ\QWVITWٺMZQVO[IZM
just as important as the fuel we sell,
JMKI][M\PMaLQٺMZMV\QI\M][NZWUW]Z
competition. Fuel is fuel, but no other
fuel supplier manages such an array of
services from one collaborative location.
When a customer chooses Avfuel, they’re
not just buying our fuel, they’re buying
into our suite of services, from backWNWٻ
KM[WT]\QWV[\WN]MTPIVLTQVOIVL
customer care, and the support that
comes with it all. It’s comprehensive
and it has helped us maintain loyalty
among customers. It also means it’s
necessary to hire and retain a much
1¼^MJMMVÆaQVO[QVKMKWTTMOMIVL TIZOMZ[\I[ٺWQ\¼[OZMI\NWZW]ZTWKIT
relish every moment I have in the economy, and it means we have a
cockpit. It is the most unique way large breadth of diverse expertise to
draw from.”
to see the world
Examine the Avfuel operation
at a more fundamental level and
specialists, an in-house tax department,
it’s clear there’s also an ambition to
24/7 quality assurance, FAA-approved
facilitate connections between aviation
training systems and more. We’ve
professionals, something like an
learned that it’s not enough to supply
IMZW[XIKM[XMKQÅK4QVSML1V1\[MMU[I
fuel – we’ve spent 45 years adding to and OZMI\LMITWN MٺWZ\NWZVWLQZMK\ZM\]ZV
ZMÅVQVO[]KP[WT]\QWV[\WJMKWUMIVITT
so why bother? “Because when our
round aviation facilitator providing the
customers win, we win. Everything we
best service possible to our customers.
do is with the customer in mind. With
We work nonstop to be the one-stop shop a plethora of operational support, if
for the aviation community.
our customer is succeeding, it means
supplier… “Our customers’ needs
have always and will always drive the
direction of our business. Listening
to their pain points and finding an
opportunity to fill that void in the
market is the way Avfuel has grown.
“That’s exactly the mentality that
went into the acquisition of Avplan and
Avsurance, as well as the development
of numerous programmes: Avfuel
Contract Fuel, AVTRIP loyalty rewards,
Avfuel Network Referrals, Avfuel
Network Rewards, in-house marketing

AVFUEL

we’re succeeding too, and it makes for a
stronger Avfuel network.”
More than fuel

When it comes to fuel, simply
supplying product was, predictably, not
enough for Avfuel. It has developed
a range of fuel-focussed services,
managing, leasing and building
aviation refuelling equipment and
WٺMZQVOI^IZQM\aWN ZM\IQTIVLTWaIT\a
KIZL[;QVKWKSKWVÅZU["¹?M¼ZM
a leader in leasing refuellers, with
expertise in designing, assembling and
UIQV\IQVQVOIÆMM\WN ^MPQKTM[
out of a designated building next door
\WW]ZPMILY]IZ\MZ[Wٻ
KM?M\ISM
a personalised approach to business,
which means our employees develop
relationships with customers and
understand their unique operations.
“This way we learn more about their
needs and desires, then look to satisfy
them. It’s one of the most successful
ways to grow a company; it fosters
loyalty and helps us stay at the forefront
of innovation. Through this process we
JMKIUM\PMÅZ[\N]MT[]XXTQMZ\WLM^MTWX
ITWaIT\aXZWOZIUUMNWZXQTW\[\PMÅZ[\
and only fuel supplier to develop a loyalty
XZWOZIUUMNWZ.*7[\IٺIVL\PMÅZ[\
and only fuel supplier to develop its own
online FAA-approved fuel handling and
supervisor training.”
Considering fuel is its major business,
Avfuel places critical importance upon
training to ensure safe operations. But
training is also essential to the wider
Avfuel network, including the many
FBOs globally that carry the Avfuel
logo. It’s branding that reassures
customers they’ll be receiving top
quality, fairly priced fuel, and, by
association, that the FBO’s services will
reach a similarly high standard.
“Pilots absolutely have expectations
for quality service when they see the
Avfuel sign and we help our branded
.*7[JaWٺMZQVO\ZIQVQVO\WWT[\WI[[Q[\
with the customer support side of their
business. The online Avfuel Training

System [ATS] includes lessons on proper
fuel handling and safety, front counter
WXMZI\QWV[QVKT]LQVOPW_\WMٻ
KQMV\Ta
use Avfuel’s programmes, and customer
service training to help FBOs stand out
from the competition.”
And when it comes to the more
prosaic principles of fuel safety, Avfuel
WٺMZ[U]T\QXTM\ZIQVQVOWX\QWV[\WQ\[
branded FBOs. Its online Line Fuel
Service and Supervisory Fuel Service
Training lessons are FAA approved,
satisfying safety regulations outlined
by 14 CFR 139.321. They’re part of
the online ATS, which includes ramp
safety, customer service and the front
counter training.
<PM)<;IT[WWٺMZ[JZIVLML.*7[
free regional Quality Assurance and
Fire Safety Seminars (14 CFR Part 139
Approved) at select locations throughout
the year, backing these and its online
TM[[WV[]X_Q\PIVM`XMZ\N]TTa[\IٺML
quality assurance department. Available
24/7/365, it responds to branded
FBOs’ needs on fuel handling and safety.
“It takes any question. Any concern.
Anytime. Anywhere. All our customers
have to do is pick up the phone to get a
real person for immediate attention.
“And considering our own
employees, I think it’s crucial for them
to be highly trained and engage in
ongoing professional development too.
Avfuel has a programme where its
employees can elect to take classes for
continued education.”

| CRAIG R SINCOCK

of educational and philanthropic
interests, with aviation education
key among them. “It’s no secret
our industry is experiencing a pilot
shortage and struggling to attain new
talent to aviation careers – fostering
a passion in the next generation of
leaders should be high on the priority
list of all aviators. If we let that
passion show and share it with others,
whether during a tour, at a school, or
at fly-ins, like EAA AirVenture, we
can maybe ignite the aviation spark in
another person.
“Further supporting the next
generation of pilots, this year Avfuel
created the Pilot-in-Training Scholarship,
supporting students who aspire to
become aviators, in addition to its
AVTRIP Scholarship, which is now in its
20th year. Avfuel is also active with and
on the boards of trade organisations that
have in-house initiatives to bring new
people to the industry.”
While many in aerospace bemoan
its apparent inability to attract new
talent, even some of those companies
actively trying fail to appeal to half the
population. The ‘employment radar’
of girls and young women who might

Education for the future

Evidently a man who appreciates
his success rather than taking it for
granted, Sincock works a variety

Fuel is fuel, but no other
fuel supplier manages such
an array of services from one
collaborative location
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otherwise seek aviation careers rarely
even detects the industry’s signals.
Sincock, quite predictably, has strong
views on the issue.
“With any young person it’s about
awareness, education, role models
and encouragement. We need to help
young folks realise the opportunities
available in our industry. At Avfuel
we have a breadth of roles from
accounting to marketing. We have a
good mix of employees who began
their careers in aviation, and others
who hadn’t previously realised it was
an option for them and have since
become immersed in the industry.
There is something for everyone.
“In terms of role models, over the
years Avfuel has had the pleasure of
sponsoring a number of women aviators
specialising in aerobatics, and a number
of women have been awarded the
AVTRIP Scholarship.”

Avfuel naturally supports
a variety of fuelling options,
including contract fuel.

love! If you’re going to spend your life
working, it better not feel like work. And
that’s what being a part of aviation has
done for me. I found my passion. I thrive
on being an integral part of the industry.
)VL1ÆaZMO]TIZTa
“I’ve trained with FlightSafety for 30
KWV[MK]\Q^MaMIZ[IVLÆa\PMKWUXIVa¼[
+M[[VI+Q\I\QWV@4;<PMZM¼[VWJM\\MZ
NMMTQVOQV\PM_WZTL1¼^MJMMVÆaQVO[QVKM
college and relish every moment I have
in the cockpit. It is the most unique way
to see the world. It empowers me and the
)^N]MT[\I\ٺWJMXMZ[WVITTaQVNZWV\WN 

The Avfuel Training System provides
comprehensive support to the
company’s services and products.

Driven by passion

There are successful aerospace executives
who are very good at business, but it
might just as well be in the automotive
or pharmaceutical industries, they’re
just great at doing business. Others,
those who leave a lasting impression and
somehow change aerospace through
\PMQZMٺWZ\[IVLTMOIKaILL[WUM\PQVO
QVLMÅVIJTM\W\PMQZJ][QVM[[IK]UMVIVL
it’s clear Sincock has that in abundance.
“Aviation is not just my business, it’s
my passion. You have to do what you

8
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more customers than could be imagined
using airlines alone.”
Sincock has created today’s Avfuel
through determination, well-judged
acquisition, care for his employees and a
little risk. It’s a recipe that’s worked but,
blessed with three decades’ of hindsight,
Q[\PMZMIVa\PQVOPM¼LLWLQٺMZMV\Ta'
“There are numerous small things I
may have changed along the way, but I
think the real question is: What have we
LWVMZQOP\')VL\PI\¼[J]QTLQVOW]Z[\Iٺ
and having faith in their judgment.

“One of my favourite roles is
mentoring our younger leadership team
and one of our golden rules is: ‘Build
\PMRWJIZW]VL\PMXMZ[WVLWV¼\Å\\PM
person to the job’. We’ve found that
once you’ve built up a person, they
can be successful. It’s so important to
develop and invest in team members.
We celebrate what makes each person
unique and capitalise on what they bring
to the team as an individual.”
Going forward, Sincock expects
Avfuel to engage in: “A whole lot of
listening, adapting and doing. That’s
been our secret and it’s not going to
change. In the more immediate future,
we have many exciting developments.
Of course, we will continue to expand
geographically and be best in our class in
supplying fuel.
“But beyond that, in January
2012 we formed Avfuel Technology
Initiatives Corporation to further
industry advancements, including
those in bio and renewable fuels,
on several fronts, plus no-lead
avgas replacements, domestically
and internationally. You can expect
Avfuel to take a lead in the supply
of sustainable alternative jet fuel
[SAJF] and alternative avgas. We’re
rolling out prototype locations for
the immediate supply of SAJF, in an
exciting advancement to integrate
the product into the market.” It’s a
typical Avfuel programme – listen to
the customer to establish the need,
then set up a quality, dependable,
supportable solution, and invest in
the people and facilities to
achieve it. Q
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Leonardo’s AW169

A New VIP Standard?

S

afety, high performance,
comfort, elegance,
WXMZI\QWVITÆM`QJQTQ\a
customisation options,
ZMTQIJQTQ\aIVLM`KMX\QWVIT
aftersales support are
among the more important qualities
XZQ^I\MIVL>>18W_VMZ[ZMY]QZMWN 
IUWLMZVPMTQKWX\MZ<PMaM`XMK\
WXMZI\QWVITKIXIJQTQ\QM[ZI\PMZ\PIVR][\
IVIQZKZIN\IVMٻ
KQMV\\WWT\PI\¼[IT_Ia[
ZMILa_PMV\PMaVMMLQ\PMTXQVO[I^M\QUM
IVLUI`QUQ[MZM[W]ZKM[
Among the world’s leading rotorcraft
UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[4MWVIZLWQ[KWVÅLMV\\PI\Q\[
latest products not only meet, but exceed the
most demanding customer expectations
thanks, the company reckons, “…to an
unequalled combination of Italian style and
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technological innovation. Combined, these
factors have made Leonardo helicopters the
rotary-wing benchmark in the worldwide
executive/corporate sector.” There’s no
arguing that many heads of state and senior
corporate and government leaders employ
Leonardo’s products, and its latest civilian
offering, the AW169, reinforces the Italian
airframer’s reputation for delivering the
highest levels of excellence in the global VIP/
corporate helicopter market, where it boasted a
50% share for multi-engine types in 2017.
Market demand

In creating the AW169, Leonardo responded
to market demand for a new-generation,
versatile, light-intermediate twin-engined
helicopter that meets the most stringent
operational and safety requirements of the

The AW169 features
an electricallyretracted, wheeled
undercarriage

PROFILE

certification authorities and operators. The
type was EASA certified in July 2015, to the
latest EASA CS-29/FAR Part 29 standards,
and FAA certified in February 2017.
<PM \WVVM)?!_I[\PMÅZ[\ITTVM_
aircraft in its weight category in more than
aMIZ[[M\\QVOVM_KMZ\QÅKI\QWVIVL[INM\a
standards as it came to market. It is the
lightest machine in a family of new-technology
helicopters that also includes the 7-tonne
AW139 and 8.6-tonne AW189. All possess
similar high-performance flight characteristics
and safety features, while sharing a common
cockpit concept and design philosophy.
It’s an approach that facilitates training,
flight operations, maintenance and support
synergies for fleet operators working across
the 4- to 9-tonne categories, some customers
having decided to adopt a mix of two or
all three types; the so-called AWFamily
helicopters are well placed to deliver VIP
transport regardless of aircraft size.
The AW169 has been delivered off the
Vergiate final assembly line in Italy since the
end of 2015 and more than 60 are in service
today, having accumulated in excess of
17,000 flight hours between them. More than
180 AW169s have been ordered for a variety of
missions, including executive/corporate transport.

| LEONARDO AW169

mode also ensures maximum passenger
comfort, ensuring the cabin remains air
conditioned while awaiting passengers in high
ambient temperatures.
Leonardo offers a variety of customer
options and solutions across its helicopter
range, enabling a degree of individual
customisation, and the AW169 is no exception.
Helicopters purchased as Leonardo executive/
corporate products, however, attract a
much greater degree of personalisation. A
wide variety of AW169 interior layouts and
styles, crafted in the most refined materials,
is available, complementing the machine’s
fundamental versatility.

High-tech solutions

New technology features in the AW169’s rotor
system, engines, avionics, transmission and
electrical power generation and distribution
systems. Comfortably seating up to ten
passengers in its large, unobstructed cabin,
QV>18KWVÅO]ZI\QWV\PMIQZKZIN\QVKT]LM[I
range of wireless cabin control and streaming
WX\QWV[\PMÅVM[\1\ITQIVKZIN\[UIV[PQXIVLIQZ
KWVLQ\QWVQVO-`MK]\Q^MIVL>18ÆaQVO[MTLWU
involves a capacity passenger load and as such,
customers may specify reduced seat numbers
while revising seat position, creating an even
more comfortable and spacious environment.
Power comes from a pair of Pratt & Whitney
PW210A turboshafts in the 1,000shp class.
The powerplant includes an auxiliary power
unit (APU) mode for continued operation of
the environmental control system, radios and
other systems when the rotors are stopped.
A potentially important safety feature, APU

The AW169 delivers operational flexibility
through a modular cabin equipment principle
centred on optimised passenger cabin
functionality within the available space.
Various combinations of seat number, position
and direction are possible, while a quick
conversion from transport to mobile office or
flying conference room and back may also be
accomplished. In addition, the comprehensive
equipment list includes a range of modern
entertainment solutions.

A variety of cabin
arrangements and
finishes is available

Flying the AW169

The aircraft’s state-of-the-art avionics suite
includes a fully digital night-vision goggle
(NVG) compatible cockpit with three 8×10in
large-area, active matrix liquid crystal displays

AUTUMN 2018 |
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(AMLCDs) featuring touchscreen technology
with enhanced 3D graphics for maximum
situational awareness. A four-axis digital
automatic flight control system (DAFCS)
with dual flight management system (FMS)
minimises crew workload, enabling single/
dual-pilot VFR/IFR operations.
<PMI^QWVQK[[]Q\MIT[W[I\Q[ÅM[[I\MTTQ\MJI[ML
navigation, communication and surveillance
requirements, and has the capability for
satellite-based IFR localiser performance
with vertical guidance (LPV) approaches
to maximise round-the-clock helicopter
availability. Safety enhancing avionics,
including terrain awareness warning and
airborne collision avoidance systems, can be
added to the standard avionics configuration
as customer options.
The AW169’s advanced variable-speed
main rotor improves efficiency and reduces
the helicopter’s external noise footprint, while
it is also the first helicopter in its category
with electrical landing gear retraction,
reducing complexity and easing maintenance
requirements compared to conventional
retraction mechanisms.
Furthermore, the AW169 embodies
several advanced aerodynamic solutions
identified under the European Clean Sky
Green Rotorcraft (GRC) 2 drag reduction
programme. Together, these main rotor,
undercarriage and airframe drag-reduction
features combine to make the AW169 an
extremely environmentally friendly helicopter

12
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<PMI^QWVQK[[]Q\MIT[W[I\Q[ÅM[[I\MTTQ\MJI[ML
navigation, communication and surveillance
requirements

that also causes minimal noise disturbance
during urban operations. It will also become
the first light helicopter to include a full ice
protection system (FIPS) for flight into known
icing conditions, providing true all-weather
capabilities for safe operations when other
types are confined to their hangars.
The AW169 has been designed to deliver
reliable service under intensive use in the
most demanding conditions, with high time
between overhaul (TBO), minimal life-limited
parts and inherent ease of maintenance.
Time between successive inspections has been
optimised to maximise aircraft availability
IVLZML]KMUIQV\MVIVKMUIVPW]Z[XMZÆQOP\
hour, adopting the MSG-3 (Maintenance
Steering Group-3) approach to maintenance
processes. At the same time, maintenance
programmes may be tailored to an operator’s
[XMKQÅKZMY]QZMUMV\[PMTXQVOUI`QUQ[MIQZKZIN\
utilisation regardless of mission type.
Complementing the AW169’s mission
capability, a full flight simulator (FFS), flight
training device (FTD) and maintenance
training simulator are available at Leonardo’s
Sesto Calende Training Academy in Italy. Q
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www.helsinkiairport.fi

Excellent location for technical stops and crew changes in all seasons
Helsinki Airport Business Flight Center offers high quality services for private airlines and operators. We are specialized in
business jet operations and our 24hrs service guarantees a quick response to all handling requests.

• FBO services provided 24 hrs
• Onsite customs and immigration 24h
• Arrival and departure slot bookings
• Hangar arrangements
• Hotel and transportation reservations
• Passenger lounge
• VIP lounge
• Crew lounge

FINAVIA BUSINESS FLIGHT CENTER
Terminal Address: Liikelentotie 8, 01530 Vantaa
Tel. +358 20 708 2780 | Mobile +358 40 722 0834 | Fax +358 20 708 2799 | business.efhk@finavia.fi

Photo: Visit Finland

HELSINKI AIRPORT
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Serving

Oklahoma City

I

Chip Smith, Director Line
Services/Facilities, AAR Aircraft
Services FBO, has worked at the
Oklahoma City facility for more
than three decades
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ndependent FBOs are
rare in an industry where
consolidation, building
and buyouts are the
norm. An independent
FBO, owned by a
company with no other interests in
the sector, is perhaps even rarer.
Illinois-based AAR is a global
aviation powerhouse, specialising
in component supply and MRO,
particularly for airline and military
operators, as well as delivering airlift
and search and rescue services with
IÆMM\WN PMTQKWX\MZ[IVLÅ`ML_QVO
transports. It also owns and operates a
Phillips 66 Aviation-branded FBO at
Oklahoma City’s Will Rogers World
)QZXWZ\I[WUM_PI\]VM`XMK\ML
jewel in a vast aviation crown.
Chip Smith, Director
Line Services/

Facilities, AAR Aircraft Services FBO,
says the OKC facility has been in
AAR’s portfolio for 47 years, after it was
purchased from a company called Air
Craftsmen in 1971. “At one time, AAR
owned three FBOs, but the Oklahoma
City station is the only survivor. It’s a
full-service facility operating 24/7/365
and provides services ranging from
refuelling and defuelling, through
line maintenance, to catering, to both
private and airline customers.
“If required, customers also
have access to AAR’s MRO facility,
collocated at Will Rogers, including
W`aOMVIVLVQ\ZWOMV[MZ^QKM#_PMMT
I[[MUJTaZMXTIKMUMV\#[\Z]\[MZ^QKM[
and component replacement. We also
have base customers that we hangar
WVIUWV\PTaJI[Q[_Q\PM`MK]\Q^M
jets ranging from a Phenom up to a
Gulfstream.”

AAR OKLAHOMA CITY

Regardless of branding or ownership,
\PMJM[\.*7[\IٺKWUJQVM[MZ^QKMQVL][\Za
M`XMZQMVKMK][\WUMZ[MZ^QKMM`KMTTMVKM
and aviation passion in equal measure
and Smith is certain AAR Oklahoma has
people as good as the very best. “Myself
and my colleagues are a committed group.
My head customer service rep has been
here more than 35 years. And there’s a
OZW]XWN Å^MWZ[Q`WN ][\PI\PI^M_WZSML
here for over 30 years –we’re passionate
about what we do.
“I came to work for AAR after
graduating high school. I’d always
liked aviation and while attending the
University of Oklahoma, I applied and
was hired – I’ve been here ever since. I’ve
learned the business from the ground up
and I’ve spent most of my time at AAR
on the line in the FBO.”

Service & Safety First

AAR Oklahoma’s modest webpage
makes no mention of the standards
or associations so commonly accepted
QV\PMQVL][\ZaI[UIZS[WN Y]ITQ\a#
there’s no Wyvern or IS-BAH
KMZ\QNQKI\QWVNWZM`IUXTMaM\\PM
FBO’s safety, service and training
[\IVLIZL[IZMM`KMX\QWVITTaPQOPIVL
it’s regularly audited for safety and
service quality.
“Training is an ongoing process,”
Smith says. “We follow NATA
[National Air Transportation
Association] service standards, under
a programme called Safety First.
7]Z[\IٺZMKMQ^M\ZIQVQVO\IQTWZML\W
MIKPIQZTQVMK][\WUMZ[¼[XMKQÅK[INM\a
protocols. Phillips 66, our fuel provider,
also provides training, teaching our

| CHIP SMITH

people how to handle and fuel aircraft,
and instructing them in customer
service. In addition, we have two
employees whose job it is to ensure
we’re meeting training protocols.
We’re an ISO member and audited on
average twice a month, but mainly it’s
the airlines that audit us.
“We’ve always had a good relationship
with Phillips 66. We’re a Phillips dealer
and Phillips 66 has a lot of advantages.
They’re a name brand, they advertise in
the trade journals and they have various
contract fuel programmes. Plus, they’re
easy to work with and they do a lot of
good things for us.
“We take pride in our customer
service, which is the most important
quality in the FBO business. When an
aircraft pulls up, we’re representing

AUTUMN 2018 |
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We’re a Phillips dealer and Phillips 66 has a lot of
advantages. Plus, they’re easy to work with and they do a
lot of good things for us

not only AAR but also Oklahoma City.
We train our people to be polite and
friendly, know what they’re doing, be
positive and never say ‘No’ to a request.
We think we can do just about anything
and do it well, while our independence
allows us to tailor our services to meet
customers’ needs.”
)[IVM`IUXTMWN )):7STIPWUI¼[
tailored service, Smith says it sources
its catering from a regular vendor,
J]\IT[WPI[IKKM[[\WÅ^M]X[KITM
restaurants in Oklahoma City. “Our
customers generally know what they
want ahead of time and the typical
turnaround is 12 hours from order to
service. But if something comes up,
we can usually get it here in an hour,
maybe 90 minutes. We can cater for
just about anything – we hardly ever
turn a request down.”
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Unusual demands

Rare for its independence, AAR
Oklahoma also attracts an unusual,
yet regular client set. Thanks to the
Oklahoma City Thunder squad, it’s
a favourite with National Basketball
Association (NBA) teams and,
inevitably, regularly attracts fan and
media attention. Smith confirms:
“Every visiting NBA team comes in
through here. We take care of the
Thunder in Oklahoma City and have
always had a great relationship with
them. I work with their director of
basketball operations. If he has a
request, he goes through me.
“There’s a group of Thunder fans
that likes to greet the team upon their
arrival. It could be 3 o’clock in the
morning and they’ll still be standing out
there. We have a designated place that

we light for them. The Thunder players
are aware they’re there, and they’ll wave
or go over and greet them. We also get
a lot of media and we help them out as
best we can.”
Less predictable even than the media,
7STIPWUI+Q\aM`XMZQMVKM[IN]TT
range of severe weather, including high
winds, tornadoes, ice and snow storms,
XT][M`\ZMUM[]UUMZPMI\¹?M_I\KP
that weather every day and even have
tornadoes in November,” Smith notes.
“Pilots are usually on top of the weather
and leave before a storm arrives. But we
have a protocol for severe weather. If
XI[[MVOMZ[IZMPMZM_MPI^MI[XMKQÅK
area we take them to and if anything does
come up, we keep everybody informed.”
;Q`aMIZIOW)):]V^MQTMLIVM_
6,000sqft state-of-the-art FBO facility at
Will Rogers, capable of handling more
\PIVÆQOP\WXMZI\QWV[XMZIVV]U
1\ZMXZM[MV\MLI[QOVQÅKIV\QV^M[\UMV\
for a global company with only one FBO
and Smith reckons it signals AAR’s longterm commitment to provide Oklahoma
City’s visitors with superior service, even
though other FBO provision is now
available at the airport.
“We were the only FBO here
for 45 years, and although we
have competition now, we’ve been
independent since 1971 and I think
that’s how we’ll remain. We provide
great services, we’re proud of what we
do and we’re going to stay on top.” Q
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Seriously
Supersonic

Brian Barents and the model
depicting the latest AS2 iteration, at
Farnborough in July 2018.
Cordwell.aero

I

t’s important, I believe,
to approach every
interview with an open
mind. The interviewee
holds the key to the
real story and the
interviewer’s job is really to
listen. But when the opportunity
_I[WٺMZML\WUMM\IVLKPI\
with then Aerion CEO Brian
Barents at July’s Farnborough
International Airshow, I was
fairly certain I knew the story.
Judging by the size of its NBAABACE booth, Aerion is a major
player, yet the supersonic business
jet it has been promising for so many
years seems only to be inching closer.
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Add to that the recent addition of
Lockheed Martin to the mix and
1_I[ÅZUTa[KMX\QKIT4WKSPMML
Martin (LM) knows how to build
seriously supersonic aircraft, but did
Aerion? I thought not.
Breaking all my own rules, I
sat down with Brian expecting to
discover that the company’s AS2
was little more than wishful thinking.
I reckoned there’d be a run of
half a dozen or so jets, before the
programme disappeared into a deep
pit of wasted dollars.
LM magic

I spoke with Brian alongside a huge
model, in a slightly ramshackle room.

International | AUTUMN 2018

The model depicted the AS2 in its
latest form, after the application of
a little LM magic. Coincidentally,
LM’s wand has left the concept with
a passing resemblance to a Lockheed
WN TMOMVL\PM.;\IZÅOP\MZIVL
Brian agreed there was a similarity
in planform. In fact, the AS2 has a
military fast jet feel to it and Brian
explained: “Fast airplanes have
certain characteristics in common
and clearly the AS2 has them!”
On the Aerion board since
2003, and executive chairman and
CEO from October 2017, Barents
stood down to remain only on the
board of Aerion directors this past
August, handing the reigns to former

AERION

Northrop Grumman Aerospace
Systems president Tom Vice. Brian’s
knowledge of and passion for the
project are without measure, but I
felt that bringing LM on board as
recently as December 2017 may
have been a response to the sudden
realisation that building a supersonic
jet was beyond Aerion’s means, even
with Airbus already signed up as a
long-term partner.
“Lockheed Martin hadn’t
actively participated prior to our
December 2017 announcement
that they and General Electric were
collaborating with us, but we’d
been having active discussions for
quite some time,” Brian recalled.
“They’d been assessing the
programme and all our activities
over the previous 15 years. Early
WVQVW]ZXZWOZIUUM_MQLMV\QÅML
a number of critical phases where
we’d need to collaborate with other
companies. We’re aerodynamicists,
we’re not airplane or engine
builders, but we designed an
airplane that we felt addressed
market needs at a price the market
was willing to pay. We always knew
it would take a credible, established
OEM to build it and support it. And
an engine that would comply with
the very demanding requirements
for noise and emissions. All those
MTMUMV\[QVILLQ\QWV\WÅVIVKQVO
the programme, were essential to
our success.”

individuals. The number of
billionaires has almost tripled in the
last decade and I believe it’s forecast
to double in the next decade. These
are people that value their time.
<PMaKIVIٺWZL\PQ[\aXMWN IQZXTIVM
and they’ll represent a good portion
of our buyers.”
And yet, the latest competitor
models already have maximum
operating Mach numbers around
0.92, while Aerion expects the
AS2 to long-range cruise at 0.95.
Is that tiny Mach increment
between Aerion and existing
high-performance jets really worth
the additional investment? “The
LQٺMZMVKMQ[\PI\_PMV_MOW!
that’s our sweet spot, for maximum
range. When a competitor aircraft
OWM[!Q\¼[\aXQKITTa[IKZQÅKQVO
around 30% of its range to do so
– their long-range cruise is more
like 0.85. Historically, we’ve seen
competitors argue over 1/100th of
a Mach to be able to say which has
the faster airplane, but when you
mention ‘supersonic’, they say speed
isn’t all that important; you have to
decide one way or the other!
“Our airplane really has two
[_MM\[XW\[7VIUQ[[QWVXZWÅTM
where you can use the supersonic
[XMMLQ\¼[\PMZM7VIUQ[[QWVXZWÅTM
where you may be prohibited or
restricted on how fast you can go,
you aren’t paying a range penalty for
going transonic.”

Sweet spot

Powerplant decision

Back in 2003, Aerion judged the
business and VIP aircraft market
ready for a supersonic jet. But that
was a decade and a half ago. Is the
market still willing to accept such
dramatic change? “Even more so.
The economic globalisation and
need to travel intercontinentally
lends itself to a fast airplane.
“And among the large segments
we’ll address is high net-worth

?PQTM\PM);¼[KWVÅO]ZI\QWV
UIaPI^M[WUM\PQVOWN \PMÅOP\MZ
jet about it, its powerplant does
not. Based on the core of CFM
International’s best-selling CFM56,
the jet’s three-engined powerplant
will satisfy international noise and
emissions regulations. There’ll be no
afterburning, or reheat, a common
feature of military engines, where
fuel is injected into the hot exhaust

| BRIAN BARENTS

Mټ
]`OMVMZI\QVOILZIUI\QK
increase in power at the expense of
a massive spike in fuel consumption;
afterburning enabled Concorde to
\ISMWٺIVLZMIKP[]XMZ[WVQK[XMML
but was also responsible for its
smoky, noisy departures.
Brian stresses that the AS2
powerplant is not derived from
military technology and yet the
chosen core was derived from that
developed for the supersonic General
Electric F101 engine still powering
the US Air Force’s B-1B Lancer
JWUJMZÆMM\1\¼[IZMTI\QWV[PQX
not lost on Brian, since his 34-year
military career included a period in
command of a B-1B wing.
Unlike the Lancer, or Concorde,
Brian says: “We have to comply
with the most stringent noise
restrictions and they’re going to
be even more demanding after
2020, when Chapter 5 comes into
compliance. We’re ready to do that
now, but the reason it’s taken so
long for us to get the airplane where
we are today has primarily been
propulsion. We studied engines for
a long time, looking at cores that
met our performance requirements
IVL[I\Q[ÅML\PMMV^QZWVUMV\IT
and noise regulations. They had to
be exportable too. Some military
engine cores may have the potential
NWZUWLQÅKI\QWV\WUMM\W]ZVMML[
but their technology isn’t always
exportable to every country.
“It took us a long time to reach
the correct conclusion, and even
when we’d chosen to select from the
General Electric product line, it still
\WWS][Å^MaMIZ[\WQLMV\QNaIVMVOQVM
that would support our performance
requirements, was practical for what
we wanted to do and was supportable.
We’ve chosen an engine core with
over one billion hours of service and
that’s supported around the world –
that’s clearly important when you’re
buying a US$120 million aircraft.”
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With a very mature global support
network ready to apply itself to the
AS2’s modified GE core, Aerion is
satisfied that its customers’ engines
will be easily taken care of. But
what about the airframe? In military
aerospace, exotic materials are part
and parcel of achieving high-speed.
Will the AS2 require specialist
techniques, even new technologies, to
support its airframe maintenance?
“It’s supportable around the world
and we’ll have an MRO network set
up, including established organisations.
That’s why we’ve stayed in this ‘space’.
We chose 1.4 Mach, so we don’t need
exotic materials like titanium. We’ve
taken a very pragmatic approach
to everything. The airplane will be
composite. The systems will be similar
\W\PW[MaW]¼LÅVLQVIVIQZTQVMZWZ
large business jet, there’s nothing
unique about them. The powerplant
is proven. There’s nothing out of the
ordinary. The only thing remarkable is
that it goes fast!”
But supersonic aircraft typically have
complicated engine air intake geometry,
often featuring systems providing
^IZQIJTMIZMI\WKWV\ZWTUI[[ÆW_0I[
Aerion avoided that issue too? “If we
were going Mach 1.8 or above we’d
need a much more elaborate intake
design. It’d add a lot of complexity;
some day we may be there, but today
_MNMMT_MPI^MIÅZ[\UW^MZIL^IV\IOM
and we wanted to eliminate all that risk.
¹)VL\PI\¼[M^MV\Z]MWN KMZ\QÅKI\QWV
We’ve developed our business plan
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I[[]UQVO_M¼LPI^M\WÆa[]J[WVQK
W^MZ\PM=;_PMZM[]XMZ[WVQKÆQOP\Q[
prohibited by law. Some day that may
change, but we wanted to do things
we could manage. We can’t guarantee
that we can persuade congress or the
regulators to change the rules. If they
LW_M¼TTJMVMÅ\J]\_MLQLV¼\_IV\\PI\
as a constraint in our development.”
<PMKZ]`WN \PM)MZQWVWٺMZQVOQ[
therefore that as soon as the aircraft
enters service it will cruise faster and
UWZMMٻ
KQMV\TaW^MZ\PM=;\PIVIVa
existing jet; should the regulations
change, it’ll immediately be ready for
supersonic cruise too.
“And don’t forget that if we wanted
\W_MKW]TLÆaI\!!<PMZM¼[VW\PQVO
\W[\WX][1\_W]TLV¼\JMI[Mٻ
KQMV\Q\
would be like one of the current heavy
J][QVM[[RM\[ÆaQVOI\!J]\_MKW]TL
do it. In fact, and although it’ll require a
degree of acceptance, we could already
M`XTWQ\JWWUTM[[ÆQOP\W]\[QLM\PM1+)7
Travelling at around 1.2 Mach, the
aircraft’s sonic boom doesn’t reach the
ground, that’s a proven fact. It means we
KIVÆa[]XMZ[WVQKITTaW^MZTIVL
“But in the US, it’s prohibited by
law. It’s not a noise restriction, it’s a
supersonic restriction. It was primarily
an anti-competitive measure from when
\PM.ZMVKPIVL\PM*ZQ\Q[P_MZMÆaQVO
Concorde and the US airlines weren’t.
7VKM_M¼ZMÆaQVOIVL_MLMUWV[\ZI\M
to the FAA and the regulators that we
can manage the boom, that it won’t hit
the ground, we may see that change. But
still, we tell our customers, ‘Don’t buy

the aircraft expecting to go supersonic
over the US anytime soon’.”
Sizeable machine

1VQ\[K]ZZMV\KWVÅO]ZI\QWV);Q[N\
long; a Gulfstream G650 is just a shade
under 100ft and an ACJ320 a little over
120ft, so the AS2 is a sizeable machine.
“We’re looking at an adaptation where it
might get shorter. In an earlier iteration
the aircraft had all three engines at
the rear and we needed the length for
balance, but we’ve moved the two side
engines under the wings, for a number
of reasons.
“One was for improved balance
and another was that the fuselage now
blocks some of the engine noise. We also
moved them to satisfy rotor-burst criteria.
There was nothing wrong with the
initial design, but this evolved version is
better and may enable us to shorten the
airplane by as much as 10ft.”
But isn’t that still a large aeroplane
\WÅ\QV\WI^IQTIJTMPIVOIZ[XIKM['¹1\¼[
a consideration, but we’re serving a
narrow-niche market, maybe around 30
airplanes per year. We’re not looking at
IP]OMOTWJITÆMM\1VN]\]ZMI[\PMÆMM\
grows, there’ll be economies of scale
and we’ll make an investment to ensure
it is supported.”
Developing a supersonic aircraft is
undoubtedly an expensive business and
with Aerion predicting a maximum
market of 36 AS2s per annum, are its
investors looking at a very long wait
before they see money in the bank?
“Not as long as you think…

AERION
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Brian with a model of his favourite
aircraft, Republic’s F-105 Thunderchief.
Brian Barents

CAREER CREDENTIALS
A retired US Air Force pilot and Air National
Guard (ANG) brigadier general, Brian Barents
flew fast jets ranging from the F-100 Super Sabre
and tricky F-84, through the F-105 Thunderchief,
his favourite aircraft and one he believes was
well ahead of its time, to the RF-101 Voodoo,
F-4 Phantom and B-1B. At the finish of his military
career, he had under his command a wing of
B-1B bombers, another of F-16s and a third of
KC-135 tankers. He was also instructing on the
F-16, a type still essential in the frontline inventory
of the US Air Force and many other air arms.
Between 1970 and 2000 he flew with the ANG
while also serving as senior vice president of
sales and marketing for Cessna and becoming
general manager of the company’s Citation
Division. Moving on as president and CEO
of Learjet, Barents brought the company
out of bankruptcy and prepared it for sale
to Bombardier in 1991; he also oversaw the
development and introduction of the classic
Learjet 45 and 60.
Managing partner and CEO at Galaxy
Aerospace between 1996 and 2001, Barents
introduced the first super midsize business
jet and negotiated Galaxy’s sale to General
Dynamics. He continued to serve on five boards
even after joining Aerion in 2003, helping
assemble a team of experienced industry
colleagues as he worked to make the Aerion
concept a reality.O

You expect your aircraft’s ﬁnish to be durable
and great looking. Nothing less will do.
You expect it to be protected against punishing
weather, extreme temperatures, corrosion
exposure and aggressive chemical and cleaning
materials.
Your plane also needs to reﬂect and promote
your brand – crisp colors, sharp Distinctness of
Image – whether it’s an airline livery, a corporate
jet or your own personal aircraft. You can trust
Sherwin-Williams Aerospace Coatings for an
impression that lasts. Year after year.

swaerospace.com/reﬂect
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We believe the price is competitive,
while the business plan is very attractive
to investors.”
Brian was persuasive, but I struggled
to understand how a price could
be competitive when there was no
competitor. Isn’t Aerion actually in a
market place where customers either have
an AS2 or they don’t? “We have what
_MKITTÅZ[\UW^MZIL^IV\IOM_PMZM_M
control the cost. The price is competitive,
J]\Q\LWM[V¼\VMKM[[IZQTaZMÆMK\_PI\Q\
costs us to bring it to market. Look at
the empty weight, at around 62,000lb,
and compare it with a current heavy
jet, which is typically around 60,000lb.
Do a parametric analysis, including cost
per pound and, other than the engines,
the cost to build AS2 is comparable to a
current heavy jet.”
And why wouldn’t it be, because
other than the powerplant, there’s
nothing really new or exotic in the
aircraft? “We’ll have to recoup our
development costs over a smaller
number of airplanes,” Brian reminds
me, “but even then, it’s a very
attractive investment.”
The partnership with LM may
also open Aerion up to military and
government markets; the AS2 might
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appeal as a head-of-state transport.
Brian also sees the jet continuing to
tempt the fractionals. “It’s not an
airplane you’d use every day – if you’re
ÆaQVOUQTM[aW]_WV¼\\ISMIV
);]VTM[[aW]_IV\\W[PW_Q\W·ٺ
but if you have a mission that requires
speed over distance, it’s what you need.
)VLWN KW]Z[MW]ZÅZ[\K][\WUMZ_I[
Flexjet, with an order for 20 airplanes.”
;\QTTLM\MZUQVML\WÅVLIZMI[WV
not to like the AS2, in a last-ditch
attempt at derailment, I put it to Brian
that anonymity is much valued among
business and VIP aircraft users. The
WX\QWV\WIZZQ^MI\I[UITTIQZÅMTLQVI
white jet without anyone noticing can be
very attractive. Arriving anonymously in
an AS2 is not an option…
?Q\PQ\[JITIVKMLÅMTLTMVO\PWN 
7,500ft, Brian recognises the AS2 won’t
be using small airports, “But that’s at
full gross weight for a 5,000nm mission
and it’s about what you’d expect for
an airplane of this size. If you have a
mission of 2,000nm or less, you’ll use
around 5,000ft or less.
“And in this market, customers will
not care that the world knows they
have arrived. The Wall Street Journal
quoted me as saying that high net

worth individuals will buy the AS2
because they can. The reality is that
they will be important to this market,
because they’ll talk to their friends and
they’ll want one too.
“We’ve been at this a long time.
I boast a little bit, but in my 52year career I’ve been privileged to
introduce 13 brand-new airplanes that
have all been successful and are all
still flying. I’m not sure there’s anyone
else left who can say that. At Aerion
we put together a team of similar
experience, including Brian Moss,
former CEO at Gulfstream, who’s
on the board as a senior advisor. He
brought seven airplanes to market,
so that’s 20 between us, and I was
involved in other programmes as a
board member as well.
“The Aerion team is knowledgeable
and credible and we’re in our comfort
bWVM?M¼^M[IQL_M¼TTÆaQV
and I’m certain we will. We’ll certify
QVTI\MIN\MZI\_WaMIZÆQOP\
test programme, and start deliveries
in early ’26. Everything about this
airplane is conventional. We may meet
unforeseen challenges as we work with
\PMKMZ\QÅKI\QWVI]\PWZQ\QM[J]\VW\
with the technology.” Q
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Challenging times require superior answers.
Leonardo Helicopters redeﬁnes mobility by setting new levels in luxury,
comfort, performance and safety.
Maximise your time and be where it counts.
Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.

leonardocompany.com
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DUMONT GROUP, SCHEME DESIGNERS & SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Believers
F

Dumont Group applied
Craig Barnett’s colour
scheme to its own
Learjet 45, using SherwinWilliams coatings. The
result is spectacular.
Via Scheme Designers
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ounder and CEO of
New Jersey-based
Scheme Designers,
Craig Barnett is a
happy man. A selfconfessed aviation
junkie, he combines his passion for
ÆaQVO_Q\PIV]V][]ITJIKSOZW]VL
in art and engineering to create
QVLQ^QL]ITIVLÆMM\KWTW]Z
schemes for aircraft ranging from
the smallest homebuilt, through
helicopters and business jets, to
MV\QZMIQZTQVMÆMM\[
A great deal of Scheme Designers’
work comes from individual VIP
clients, keeping the demands on
Barnett and his small team varied,
since no two clients are alike, and
each completed aircraft is the product
of a careful, detailed process of
evolution. “There’s no consistent ask,”
Barnett says. “Every VIP client has
a different angle, but many want to
remain ‘below the radar’. They tend
to go for something very conservative,
understated and unbranded, they don’t

want to be noticed. But then at the
other extreme we have people looking
for something unique.
“It could be they just want a
unique stripe pattern or artwork, from
airbrushed artwork all over, to nose or
tail art, or they want an overall darker
colour instead of the more typical
white, or, less commonly, a dark colour
on top of the fuselage as an alternative
to the more usual darker colour below.
We’ve done a lot of beautiful stripe
patterns recently, with a dark colour on
top of the aircraft – in fact, we did an
MV\QZMÆMM\WN LQٺMZMV\\aXM[º
Owners opting for extremely
unusual schemes, particularly those
incorporating personalised artwork,
must recognise that the decision comes
with a number of consequences. “Once
IVW_VMZQ[QLMV\QÅML_Q\P\PI\IQZKZIN\
they’ll be known everywhere they go.
And then, when it comes to sell it, the
unique paint reduces the market of
interest. Owners of business aircraft
OMVMZITTaUISMÅVIVKQITTa[MV[QJTM
decisions about their ownership and
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therefore seldom want to go in the
LQZMK\QWV_PMZMXIQV\_QTTIٺMK\\PMQZ
ability to sell the asset.”
Scheme scheming

Some customers begin the design
process with a firm idea of the
finished scheme in mind, others less
so. “The client that doesn’t know what
they want is actually more difficult to
accommodate. I have three other fulltime designers. Whichever one of us
handles a project has their own unique
style and it takes a while to adapt that
to the client’s satisfaction. We might
go through ten or 20 unique design
concepts and perhaps more than one
designer before we arrive at a concept
that interests the client, although we
try to understand the owner’s taste
at the very beginning. We also have
returning clients who always use their
preferred designer, but then we’ll also
change designers if a project seems
not to be making progress. We check
our egos at the door to ensure we do
the best thing for the client.”

But how does Scheme Designers learn
a customer’s preferences at the outset?
“In 21 years, we’ve done 13,000 or so
successful designs for clients in around
150 countries,” Barnett says, “so we have
a database of just about every aircraft
type, with many paint schemes that we’ve
already done. We’ll share part of that
LI\IJI[M\W[MM_PI\\PMaÅVLQV\MZM[\QVO
and what they don’t like. Positives and
negatives are equally useful to us.
“I’ll show them other aircraft
\aXM[I[M`IUXTM[8MZPIX[\PMaÅVL
a Cessna 150 scheme interesting, for
example? And do they love the shape
of their Porsche? Or the pattern on the
curtains in their living room? Anything
an owner wants to share with us is of
interest and helps guide us. The precise
colour is often secondary at the outset,
although it’s good to know, ‘Hey, I love
blue, black and gold, but I hate green’.
We work out the exact colour as we go
through the design process and towards
the end we’ll send the client a set of
colour charts and work down to the
individual shade part number.”

We like Sherwin-Williams for a variety of reasons…
We believe in it enough to stand tall with a long warranty
WV\PMÅVQ[PML_WZS
Dan Piraino, Director, Dumont Group

Dan Piraino extended the Dumont Group fleet
scheme to the company’s Cessna 172.
Via Dan Piraino
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It’s common practice to present
a scheme in a variety of colours
early on, gradually focussing in on
the preferred options. Barnett is
XZIOUI\QKIJW]\LMÅVQVO[KPMUM[
on screen, recognising that colour
representation can vary widely
between monitors. Thus, he considers
colour charts essential, the majority
of Scheme Designers’ work relying
on the accuracy of Sherwin-Williams
KPIZ\[IVLÅVQ[PQVOXZWL]K\[NWZ\PMQZ
ultimate expression.
“But we don’t send out the entire
Sherwin-Williams chart, which can be
overwhelming for a client. We’ll do a
lot of direction based on knowing them
and the design direction we’re going
in, narrowing down the shades from
which they should choose. Normally
we can predict early on what shade
they’ll pick. We may go through a
process of looking at 20 colours before
they decide, but we can usually predict
which one they’ll go for.
Julie Voisin, Global Marketing
Manager at Sherwin-Williams
Aerospace Products, concurs. “We
custom match colours to clients’
favourite shades every day, but it’s also
important not to overwhelm them with

DUMONT GROUP, SCHEME DESIGNERS & SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

A Dumont-operated Falcon 2000
in an alternative scheme, but
again recently completed in
Sherwin-Williams colours.
Via Sherwin-Williams

\WWU]KPKPWQKM1\UISM[Q\LQٻ
K]T\
for them to decide, so we try to focus
on colours that we know look great –
there are some we’ve been supplying
for 40 years, but we know they look
good and people are drawn to them.
“We’ve developed a colour tool, or
colour card, broken up by colour type
and containing 333 colours. We have
solid, metallic, mica and other cards
that we’re putting into a new selector
booklet. It’ll include the most popular
options and we’ll expand the palette,
but it’ll be more focussed.”
Nonetheless, Sherwin-Williams still
WٺMZ[Q\[N]TTJIKSKI\ITWO]MWN [PILM[
and has options for custom matching
\PW[MKWTW]Z[_Q\PIXIZ\QK]TIZMٺMK\
?Q\P\PMUQKIMٺMK\NWZM`IUXTM\PM
mica is contained within the colourmatched paint, but for the last 12 months
WZ[W\PMKWUXIVaPI[JMMVWٺMZQVO
SKYscapes Shimmer Basecoat as an
WX\QWV\PI\TIa[\PMUQKIMٺMK\WV\WX
of the colour coat. “We especially like it
for its ease of repair and maintenance,
[QVKMUQKI[IZM\ZILQ\QWVITTaLQٻ
K]T\\W
maintain,” Voisin says, “while designers
can choose to mask the colour coat and
IXXTa\PM[PQUUMZMٺMK\QV[MTMK\ML
areas if they wish.”

FLEET SCHEME
Dan Piraino, director of the Dumont Group, which specialises in
business jet charter, operations and MRO, is both a client of Scheme
Designers and Sherwin-Williams. His own paint shop uses only
Sherwin-Williams’ products, while he turned to Craig Barnett when
he needed a fleet livery for his aircraft.
“We own several planes and find branding very important,” Piraino
explains. “We were looking for a common design that would look
good across the fleet, including the Cessna 172 our employees use
for personal flights. We worked with Scheme Designers to see the
scheme on several aircraft models to make sure it would work well for
the current and planned fleet.”
Looking back on the design process, he recalls: “I love it. I
personally design the exterior and interiors of our fleet. Working with
Craig on the exterior is a really fun experience – a change from daily
company management. He has the uncanny ability to put on paper
what you describe in words. It takes some back and forth, but it’s
really easy and very enjoyable.
“We paint our own planes, and those of external customers,
exclusively using Sherwin-Williams – we’re very happy with the
quality of the product. Dumont operates its own paint and interior
facility, with a focus on large corporate jets, including quite a few
Gulfstreams and widebody Falcons.
“We like Sherwin-Williams for a variety of reasons, including the
quality of the product and ease of application. We believe in it
enough to stand tall with a long warranty on the finished work. We
use a lot of really bold colours and their product is simply better than
any other.”
Given that Dumont applied the bold fleet colour scheme to its own
aircraft, Piraino has an interest both in the perceived quality of the
finish and how it’s received by his charter customers. “We’re looking at
branding as key to our continued growth model. We hear customer’s
comments and they’re all positive. We also hear from aircraft buyers
and charter customers alike when they say: ‘I want to see the red jet’.
And we get a lot of comments from FBO personnel, competitors’ pilots
and even air traffic controllers!”O
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Relatively simple yet highly effective
Scheme Designers’ concept for an
Airbus Helicopters H125 at right… and
as it appears on the finished aircraft.
Via Scheme Designers

Barnett notes that his team does
occasionally select coatings from other
manufacturers, but Sherwin-Williams
is by far its brand of choice; he’s very
clear on why. “I’ve experienced the
product on my own plane and it was
M`KMTTMV\1XIQV\MLUaÅZ[\IQZKZIN\
with their coatings 24 or 25 years ago.
It sat outside for eight years and when
I sold it, it still looked brand new. In
my experience, the majority of paint
shops in the general aviation industry
use Sherwin-Williams products too,
so from a business point of view it’s
very convenient and we’ve found their
colours and support wonderful.
“It’s important for the client to
go through the colour choices, even
\PW]OPQ\KIVJMITWVOLQٻK]T\
process. I’m having one of my own
planes painted. I chose from SherwinWilliams and agonised over the colour
for two weeks. So, I can understand
\PMLQٻK]T\aaM\NWZIKTQMV\1KIV
instantaneously choose the colour,
shade and part number and be right
90% of the time.”
Given his designers’ shared
expertise in matching colours to
clients, wouldn’t it have made sense
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for Barnett to have them suggest a
shade for him? Clearly the thought
hadn’t occurred to him. He pauses
before agreeing… “Yes, probably!”.
Design process

“I believe design is a process – you
don’t know what’s going to go in or
what’ll come out at the end and so
we structure our service on a flat fee
basis. You can’t load a person with
worries that every time they speak to
you they’ll be charged, because you
can’t be sure you’ll reach the correct
result. Some people think it’s an odd
approach, but we think it makes every
client happy in the end.” It’s clearly
a design process in which Barnett
has faith, but it’s also true that in the
massive, yet apparently tiny global
aerospace industry, one happy client is
very likely to recommend his services
to others.
Evolving a customer’s dream finish
on screen is one thing, developing
it into a set of precise instructions
and colour specifications for a paint
shop is something else again. “It’s
incredibly important to have super
accurate drawings and well thought

out, careful specifications. Our
specification packages are ten to
20 pages long, with dimensions down
to the millimetre, set up to provide
paint masks for anything complicated.
“A specification begins with a
colour definition, down to the part
number, then goes through the
placement of every element with
reference to fixed points on the
aircraft. Whether we’re working for
an airline, manufacturer, homebuilt
owner or bizjet operator, they all
get the same level of engineered
specification; we don’t complete
projects without specifications and we
supply masks too.”
Julie Voisin says Sherwin-Williams
is equally attentive to its customers,
regardless of whether they’re painting
a piston single or a multimillion dollar
jet. “The aircraft may well represent
their most expensive purchase and for
that reason they’re all VIPs from our
perspective,” she says.
Creating the very best quality
business and VIP aircraft colour
schemes is demanding, exacting and
at times complex work. Does Barnett
have fun? “Are you kidding? It’s why
I do this! I’ve always lived an aviation
life and now my passion is my work.
I’d drawn aircraft all my life, but never
thought you could do it for a living.
When I wake up in the morning, I can’t
wait to get to work!” Q
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Designing the Future
HondaJet’s Michimasa Fujino

usiness aviation
is an industry of
contradiction.
While the realities
of aerodynamics
and engineering
mean bizjets generally look
similar to one another, they don’t
need to look quite so cool as they
do – the industry has come to
expect and accept a formula that
produces great-looking, high-

B

have the desire to arrive without
anyone noticing.
On top of those contradictory
requirements, aviation in general tends
to be tremendously conservative. Few
manufacturers dare break the established
mould. When they do, the result is
frequently spectacular, but the market
acceptance of their more conventional
KWUXM\Q\WZ[LQٻ
K]T\\WIKPQM^M·
consider Piaggio’s superlative Avanti as a
great example.

performance, high-tech aircraft
that don’t really stand out. The
ability to slip into an airport
without raising awareness is
keenly important to many bizjet
users, of course, and an aircraft
similar to its peers helps achieve
that, albeit an aircraft that looks
incredible. On the one hand
then, we have an immensely
smart machine that oozes ramp
presence, and on the other we

And then there’s the HondaJet.
Michimasa Fujino joined Honda’s
ZM[MIZKPIVLLM^MTWXUMV\MٺWZ\QV
1984 and was involved in the company’s
business aircraft vision from its
origin in 1986. He became HondaJet
project leader in 1997 and today he’s
President and CEO of Honda Aircraft
Company, producing the HondaJet in
its Greensboro, North Carolina facility.
Fujino broke the mould. In fact, he
seems unaware it ever existed…
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Defining a dream

The HondaJet he created is very
different. Park it among its peers
and it will stand out. And not only
because of the over-the-wing engine
mounts Fujino designed; it also has a
very distinctive, surprisingly proud,
Fujino-designed forward fuselage
and nose section, plus a dramatically
glazed, prominent cockpit, crafted,
like everything else on the aeroplane,
through the best aerodynamic
and engineering principles, yet
simultaneously placing the pilots in
a position where one can’t help but
notice they’re flying a HondaJet.
<PMKWV\ZWTTQVOQVÆ]MVKMJMPQVL
such a vision ought to be a larger-thanTQNMKPIZIK\MZJZQUUQVO_Q\PKWVÅLMV\
enthusiasm, a person that stands out
in a crowd, just the way the HondaJet
does. In fact, Fujino is a quietly
determined, disarmingly modest man.
He thinks carefully before responding
to questions, then reacts expansively
and intelligently. He listens intently
and answers naturally, seemingly
unaware of his own genius. Ask other
folk in the industry for their opinion of
Michimasa Fujino and they all agree
he’s a force of brilliance, vision and
rare determination.
He’s needed all that determination
to bring the HondaJet to market,
in a process he began during the
late 1980s and patiently stuck with,
creating a new aeroplane in his own
vision and now, recognising the march
WN \MKPVWTWOa·IVLKWUXM\Q\QWV
·KWV\QV]M[_WZSQVOZMTMV\TM[[Ta\W
improve. Honda had long dreamed of
creating an aircraft and it fell to Fujino
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to realise the dream. He recounted
the story to EVA, after unveiling the
new HondaJet Elite at the European
Business Aviation Convention and
Exhibition in May.
“When I was considering my career,
I thought I might become a scientist or
engineer, then realised that I wanted
to create something that people could
][M[WUM\PQVO\PI\JMVMÅ\\ML\PMU
rather than only doing research. When
I graduated from college I decided
to work in the automobile industry
because it was a more exciting business
in Japan than aviation.
“I ended up working on research
and development projects, rather than
products. When I was assigned to the
HondaJet programme I determined
that we would create an aircraft that
came to market. That was always
my motivation, I wanted to create
something that people could use.”

HONDAJET ELITE
Speaking to EVA after unveiling the HondaJet Elite
at EBACE, Michimasa Fujino, president and CEO
of Honda Aircraft Company, said: “I like to meet
customers face-to-face, to see their excitement
at owning the HondaJet and their appreciation
of the product, that’s the real reward for me. At
the same time though, today’s aircraft is not the
final product. We have to improve it continuously
to keep satisfying customers as their demands on
us increase. That’s why we immediately began
working on the HondaJet Elite as soon as we’d
achieved certification of the ‘HondaJet 1’.”
In a nutshell, compared to the original aircraft,
the HondaJet Elite goes further (1,437nm) and
introduces cabin and airframe improvements, while
it’s also the quickest (422kt at FL300) and fastest
climbing (4,100ft/min) aircraft in its class, and offers
a 15% fuel saving on a typical mission. Statistics tell
only part of the story though, for there’s more to the
Elite than improved performance.
The OTWEM has been aerodynamically tweaked
and HondaJet claims the jet now generates less
drag at high speed than a conventional ‘clean
wing’ design. Optimised aerodynamics and a little
extra fuel combine to stretch the HondaJet Elite’s

legs for longer trips, while cabin modifications
ensure maximum passenger comfort. Most
notably, an industry-first Bongiovi Aviation
speakerless sound system is installed, integrated
into the interior panels, from where it adapts to
flight conditions.
In the cockpit, the HondaJet Elite features an
updated version of the Honda-customised Garmin
G3000 suite. Among its new capabilities, the
system reduces flight planning time and enhances
situational awareness and safety.
On the outside, new, perforated, honeycomb
sandwich engine air inlets reduce fan blade passage
noise for lower noise levels, reducing airport noise.
Honda Aircraft has also looked at the HondaJet’s only
real shortfall compared to competitor jets, improving
its hitherto less than optimal runway performance
so that a number of shorter airfields have become
viable even at higher maximum take-off weight. And
should the aircraft’s looks be insufficient to announce
its arrival, the choice of Ice Blue, Monarch Orange or
Ruby Red paint ought to say “Hello, I’ve arrived in a
HondaJet…”
The company delivered its first HondaJet Elite,
from the Greensboro facility, on 3 August.O
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Today, ‘strange looking’ has become ‘distinctive’
and the over-the-wing engines are considered
a bold Honda feature

7^MZ\PZMMLMKILM[·\PM0WVLI2M\
IKPQM^ML.))KMZ\QÅKI\QWVQV
-);)NWTTW_QVOQV[XZQVO·
Fujino built Honda’s aircraft capability
from nothing, developing every aspect
of that capability, as well as the aircraft
itself. Involving himself at every stage,
working to understand the processes
IVLLMÅVM[WT]\QWV[PQ[PI[JMMVIV
involvement unlike anything since the
pioneering days of aviation, seven
or eight decades ago. For his role in
NW]VLQVOIVLLMÅVQVO\PM0WVLI
Aircraft Company and in creating its
product, Fujino has received many
awards, but ought to be recognised as a
UWLMZVLIa+TaLM+M[[VIWZ/MWٺZMa
de Havilland.
Unlike Cessna and de Havilland
though, Fujino designed his aircraft
in an era where just about everyone
on the planet has a fairly clear idea of
what an aircraft looks like. And he built
his aeroplane for business aviation, a
market pretty much certain it knew
what its products would and should
always look like.
They certainly didn’t have their
engines over their wings, yet Fujino
designed what HondaJet calls the
Over-The-Wing Engine Mount
(OTWEM), to maximise fuselage
[XIKM·\PMZM¼[VWKIZZa\PZW]OP
structure as there would be with
KWV^MV\QWVITZMIZN][MTIOMMVOQVM[·
and reduce cabin noise, although he
also found aerodynamic advantages.
He created an elegant, narrow-chord,
natural laminar flow wing, applying
the same drag-reducing principles to
the forward fuselage, helping achieve
lower aerodynamic drag for greater
efficiency at high speed. Beneath its
skin, the unusual fuselage introduced
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new structural techniques, employing
a unique combination of advanced
composite honeycomb sandwich and
stiffened panel structures joined,
according to HondaJet literature,
“…using a patented integral cocuring process that reduces weight
for optimal performance and
payload capacity, while also reducing
manufacturing complexity.”
That said, Fujino still needed to
sell aeroplanes, so how did he resist
the temptation to move away from the
dramatic low-drag, aerodynamically
Mٻ
KQMV\KWVÅO]ZI\QWVPM¼LIZZQ^MLI\
towards something less unusual but
with more obvious customer appeal?

Based on that observation, Fujino
decided that if potential customers
were convinced he’d hit upon a
high-tech solution based on sound
technical principles, they might come
to accept over-the-wing engines as an
IL^IV\IOM¹<PQ[_I[IZW]VL!!!
and from then on I worked to validate
the configuration by experimenting
in Boeing and NASA wind tunnels. I
also decided to write a paper on the
subject, hoping for academic approval
for the work.

| MICHIMASA FUJINO

“But I was concerned academia
might not understand my theory
and it took me almost a year after
I’d written the paper to submit it. I
was worried that I might have made
a mistake and if people realised, I’d
lose my credibility and perhaps my
career. Eventually, I made up my
mind to email the paper to the AIAA
[American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics] and I was surprised
to receive a very positive message
back from the AIAA reviewer within

High-tech strangeness

“How customers would perceive the
aircraft was a big concern. When
I began the HondaJet project, I
considered why Honda was taking
it on? We had to deliver not only
performance, but also uniqueness. At
the same time, we knew many business
jet customers were very conservative
and they often wanted to remain
low key. I wanted us to achieve a
technological breakthrough, but that
meant we had a conspicuous, unusuallooking design.
“So, I conducted market surveys
and focus group interviews in major
US cities. I watched the discussions
from behind the mirrors when the
moderator showed sketches of a
KWV^MV\QWVITZMIZMVOQVMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV
underwing and over-the-wing.
“Maybe 80% preferred the
KWV^MV\QWVITKWVÅO]ZI\QWV\PMa
thought the over-the-wing engines
strange. But I was encouraged when
a single pilot said: ‘If this aircraft
was being built by the Lockheed
Skunkworks, I’d think it was really
advanced.’ It was just one person,
but he began a conversation during
which perhaps 70% of the group
agreed that it might be an advanced
KWVÅO]ZI\QWVº
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support in what was then our primary
UIZSM\·\PM=;
“There were good reasons why I
wanted the engines over the wings, but
I had been correct to worry about how
people would perceive the aircraft. Today,
‘strange looking’ has become ‘distinctive’
and the over-the-wing engines are
considered a bold Honda feature.”
Honda power

a month. I was really encouraged
and while it usually takes the AIAA
18 months to two years to publish a
submitted paper, mine was out in less
than six months.”
Thus HondaJet’s ‘strange design’
became a ‘high-tech design’, with
important academic support.
Further encouraged, Fujino took the
opportunity to discuss his concept
with established aircraft engineers
and designers, all of whom found it
convincing. Next, around a decade
after that focus group epiphany,
QVPM\WWSIVM`XMZQUMV\IT
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HondaJet to the Experimental
Aircraft Association AirVenture
Airshow at Oshkosh.
“We had an overwhelming
response. People were really excited
and thought the aircraft looked very
high-tech. Many people described
it as beautiful, often describing the
engine pylon shape as their favourite
part of the design. If I’d introduced
the concept in Japan, people probably
wouldn’t have understood, but I
introduced it at Oshkosh, in front of
I^QI\QWVMV\P][QI[\[·Q\_I[I[\ZI\MOQK
approach to gaining appreciation and

Honda builds millions of internal
combustion engines every year, for
road cars and motorcycles, but also
to power its glorious motorsport
achievements, boats, generators
and even lawnmowers. There was
perhaps never any chance that the
HondaJet would take anything other
than a Honda engine, but designing
a powerplant from scratch while
simultaneously designing the aircraft it
is to power, is a task that has stretched,
even overstretched, well-established
manufacturers before. Yet here was
Fujino, building a company and an
aeroplane, and at the same time
integrating a brand new engine.
Having worked on its own
prototype, Honda joined with General
-TMK\ZQK\WXZWL]KM\PMLMÅVQ\Q^M
0.\]ZJWNIV\PI\XW_MZ[\PM
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XZWL]K\QWVIQZKZIN\.]RQVWKWVÅZU[
the size and complexity of the task.
“Simultaneously developing the
airframe and engine was perhaps the
greatest challenge of all. We couldn’t
be sure of the engine characteristics
and performance when we were
designing the airframe; if we’d used
IVITZMILaKMZ\QÅMLMVOQVMQ\_W]TL
probably have reduced the complexity
by half.
“Conversely, if we’d used an
existing engine, only our airframe
design would have differentiated us
from other manufacturers, but our
engine was new technology too, and
that gives us a greater advantage.
So yes, it was a major challenge, but
it worked and helped us create a
successful, unique product.”
HondaJet future

While the US remains a key market,
Fujino sees great potential in China
where, he says, modern young people
take a very Western attitude and are
realising the importance of speed and
time-saving in competitive business.
The region’s paucity of airports
remains an issue and business jet
flights in China generally still make
inefficient use of aircraft too large for
the mission, but Fujino expects that to
change and his aircraft to take a good
proportion of the market that opens
up as a result.
With increasing sales, he also
expects more than enthusiasm from
HondaJet owners. “My goal is for
many people to use the HondaJet, but
with increased business jet ownership
comes greater environmental
responsibility. Because of its design,
a HondaJet flown between 300 and
400 hours annually will use as much
as 8,000US gallons less fuel than any
comparable light jet on the market. I
don’t really think so much of that as a
benefit for now, I think of its effect in
the future. That’s what the HondaJet is
designed for, the future.” Q
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FLIGHTDOCS DEAL
On 6 August 2018, Bonita Springs, Florida-based Flightdocs
announced that it had partnered with the HondaJet Owners &
Pilots Association (HJOPA) to offer its cloud-based Enterprise aircraft
maintenance tracking, compliance, and inventory management
services at a discounted annual cost and with no enrolment fee.
Extensively employed by MROs, maintenance tracking software is
less prevalent among business aircraft operators, especially individual
owners, but Flightdocs President Greg Heine says there are multiple
benefits to be had. “Although these types of software are generally
termed as ‘maintenance tracking’ tools, they also gather data to
ensure the appropriate maintenance for safety and regulatory
reasons is done.
“Our platform is designed to make flight operations – whether
you’re a single owner/operator or you operate a large fleet – far more
effective and much more efficient. We built our platform to be suitable
for any size of operation; if you look at owner/operators in the US,
they average out around 1.5 aircraft each and we wanted to ensure
we could serve that end of the market as well as multi-aircraft fleets.”
The owner/operator model is especially significant to HondaJet
and with Flightdocs’ vast technological expertise behind its cloudbased platform, HondaJet owners anywhere in the world can
experience the same maintenance tracking benefits as a major
airline. “With in excess of 100 aircraft among its members, we saw
the HJOPA as an opportunity to offer our platform under a much
more attractive financial deal. It gives members access to our full
state-of-the-art product, including global 24/7 customer service;
everyone gets the same level of service – we answer the phone
within two rings, whether you’re an individual HondaJet owner or
you are a fleet operator.”
Heine also advocates industry-wide conversion to a paperless
environment and Flightdocs supports fully paperless operation,
including pilot interaction via iPad from the cockpit. It’s an obvious
progression for customers employing cloud-based maintenance
tracking and brings ancillary benefits. Documentation required for
regulatory audit is easily and very quickly gathered, as it is when the
time comes to sell the aircraft and a potential new owner requests a
complete set of ‘paperwork’.
The HondaJet is still relatively new to the market, but easily
generated, complete documentation is historically important to
retaining asset value and, Heine says, “I believe Flightdocs will also
help HondaJet owners retain their aircraft values. It’s all about the
completeness and integrity of the data. We’ve concentrated on
the ease of use and intuitiveness of our platform, customer service
and data integrity. We go through periodic validations to ensure we
begin with accurate data and continue with accurate, pristine data
throughout the aircraft’s lifetime.”O
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AVANCE to the Future

T

hese past 18 months
have been busy for
Gogo. On 24 August
2017, Gogo Business
Aviation announced
FAA Supplemental Type
+MZ\QÅKI\QWV;<+IVL8IZ\[5IV]NIK\]ZMZ
)XXZW^IT85)NWZ\PML]ITLQZMK\QWVIT
antenna required by its AVANCE L5
[a[\MUMٺMK\Q^MTaPMZITLQVOIVM_MZI
QVJ][QVM[[IVL>18IQZKZIN\KWVVMK\Q^Q\a
\PZW]OPQ\[/WOW*Qb/VM\_WZS
At the time, Gogo expected to deliver
)>)6+-4MY]QXUMV\NZWUÅZ[\Y]IZ\MZ 
IVLWV2]VMQ\ZM^MITML\PI\\PM\P4
QV[\ITTI\QWVPILÆW_V?Q\PM`XMK\I\QWV[WN 
KWUXTM\QVOI[UIVaI[4QV[\ITTI\QWV[
JaaMIZMVL/WOWPI[IT[W[\IZ\MLJ]QTLQVO
Q\[6M`\/MVVM\_WZSIVLQ[ÆQOP\\M[\QVO\PM

Lisa Peterson,
SVP, Global
Marketing
& Digital
Strategy (IoT)
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VM_\MKPVWTWOaM^IT]I\QVOQ\[XMZNWZUIVKM
)KKWZLQVO\W/WOW\PM6M`\/MVVM\_WZS_QTT
][MIXZWXZQM\IZaUWLMUIVM_JMIUNWZUQVO
IV\MVVIIVL]VTQKMV[ML[XMK\Z]U1\_QTT]\QTQ[M
4<-\MKPVWTWOaIVLTM^MZIOM/WOW¼[M`Q[\QVO
6WZ\P)UMZQKIVVM\_WZSIVLQVNZI[\Z]K\]ZM
?PQTM/WOW*][QVM[[)^QI\QWV¼[IQZ\W
OZW]VL)</XWZ\NWTQWNWZ+76=;PI[
M`XIVLML\WQVKT]LMNW]ZXZQUIZaPIZL_IZM
WX\QWV[·)>)6+-;UIZ\+IJQV;a[\MU[;+;
5MLQI)>)6+-;+;-TQ\M)>)6+-4
IVL)>)6+-4·XT][I^IZQM\aWN VM\_WZS
[WT]\QWV[JI[MLWV\PMKWUXIVa¼[IV\MVVI
\W_MZ[KW^MZQVO\PM=;XIZ\[WN +IVILI
IVL)TI[SIQ\¼[IT[WM`\MVLQVO\W[I\MTTQ\M
KW^MZIOMNWZOTWJITKWVVMK\Q^Q\a<PMZM[]T\Q[
IKWUXZMPMV[Q^MK][\WUMZWٺMZQVO/WOW_QTT
JM[PW_KI[QVOL]ZQVO7K\WJMZ¼[6*))*)+-
[PW_QV7ZTIVLW)LLQ\QWVITTa/WOW_QTTJM
PQOPTQOP\QVOQ\[KaJMZ[MK]ZQ\aKIXIJQTQ\QM[
I[]JRMK\WV_PQKP5QSM;a^MZ[WV;>8WN 
<MKPVWTWOaIVL7XMZI\QWV[PI[XIZ\QK]TIZTa
[\ZWVO^QM_[
¹?M¼^M[MMVTW\[WN KWVVMK\Q^Q\aXZW^QLMZ[
R]UXQVOWV\PMKaJMZ[MK]ZQ\aJIVL_IOWV
TI\MTaIVL\PMLQٺMZMVKMJM\_MMV/WOWIVL
\PMZM[\WN \PMUIZSM\Q[\PI\_M¼ZMI^MZ\QKITTa
QV\MOZI\MLXTIaMZ#NZWUJMQVO\PMVM\_WZS
WXMZI\WZ\W\PMLM[QOVIVLUIV]NIK\]ZMWN 
\PMMY]QXUMV\IVL[WN\_IZM,I\I[MK]ZQ\a
Q[[WUM\PQVO_M¼^MPILI\\PMNWZMNZWV\WN 
M^MZa\PQVO_MLW1\¼[J]QT\QV\W\PM?Q.Q
[WT]\QWV_MX]\WV\PMIQZKZIN\IVLQV\W\PM
LM[QOVLMXTWaUMV\IVLJIKSPI]TWN W]Z
VM\_WZSIVLW]Z67+C6M\_WZS7XMZI\QWV[
+MV\MZE·IVL_M¼^MJMMVLWQVOQ\NWZ

GOGO

UWZM\PIVILMKILM?M¼ZMIVMVL\WMVL
KaJMZ[MK]ZQ\aXZW^QLMZ·Q\¼[QVM^MZa\PQVO_M
J]QTL?MPI^MIU]KPPQOPMZTM^MTWN [MZ^QKM
IVL[MK]ZQ\aI[IZM[]T\
¹3MMXQVOW]ZK][\WUMZ[¼LI\I[INMQ[I\WX
XZQWZQ\a+aJMZ[MK]ZQ\aQ[V¼\IVIN\MZ\PW]OP\
NWZ][·W]Z[MK]ZQ\aQ[J]QT\QVVW\JWT\MLWV
=VTQSMIVaW\PMZXZW^QLMZWN KWVVMK\Q^Q\aQV
J][QVM[[I^QI\QWV_MW_V\PMKWVVMK\Q^Q\a
M`XMZQMVKMNZWUMVL\WMVL"_MW_VIVL
WXMZI\MW]ZW_VVM\_WZS\PM\W_MZ[JIKSPI]T
IVL[XMK\Z]U?MW_VIVLWXMZI\MW]ZLI\I
KMV\ZM[IVL_MPI^M\_W_PQKPXZW^QLM[
ZML]VLIVKaNWZILLML[MK]ZQ\aIVLZMTQIJQTQ\a
)VL[QVKM_MUIV]NIK\]ZMW]Z[a[\MU[_M
W_V_PI\OWM[QV\W\PW[MI[_MTT·VWWVMMT[M
KIV[Ia\PI\
¹)ZMKaJMZ[MK]ZQ\a\PZMI\[QVW]ZQVL][\ZaZMIT'
AM[\PMaIZMJ]\\PI\LWM[V¼\UMIVaW][PW]TLJM
XIZITa[MLJaNMIZAW]PI^M\WJM[MV[QJTa[INMIVL
\ISM\PM[IUMUMI[]ZM[\WXZW\MK\aW]ZLI\IQV\PM
IQZI[aW]LWWV\PMOZW]VLº
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Mike Syverson, SVP
of Technology and
Operations

Gogo network

/WOW¼[)</VM\_WZS[MZ^M[\PW][IVL[WN 
KWUUMZKQITIQZTQVMIVLJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV
K][\WUMZ[W^MZ6WZ\P)UMZQKI/WOWPI[
J]QT\Q\[ZMX]\I\QWVWV\PQ[]VQY]MVM\_WZS
IVLQ\Q[NWZ\PQ[\PI\\PMKWUXIVaQ[XMZPIX[
JM[\SVW_VAM\Q\[*][QVM[[)^QI\QWVXZWL]K\[
ZMIKPOTWJITTaI[4Q[I8M\MZ[WV;>8/TWJIT
5IZSM\QVO,QOQ\IT;\ZI\MOa1W<M`XTIQV["

Norwegian
Service

AT ITS BEST!

Gateway to the Norwegian fjords!
6XSHU\DFKW1RUZD\ȏK236
)%21HWZRUN
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AVANCE DEMAND
In July, business aviation
MRO specialist Flying Colours
announced contracts to
install AVANCE L3 in a pair
of Bombardier Challengers.
Kevin Kliethermes, Director of
Sales, Flying Colours, says the
company is seeing increasing
demand for the system, which
he unhesitatingly recommends.
“It’s a great solution for any
mid-sized aircraft flying in the
US and lower parts of Canada.
The L5 4G network delivers
internet streaming, email with
attachments, web browsing,
VPN support and Gogo Vision
– it’s a similar experience
to that on the ground. The
market has responded very
strongly to the new 4G system
and overwhelming demand
has created a backlog – we
encourage anyone wanting
the new products to plan well
ahead in order to ensure parts
availability.”
Kliethermes needs no
convincing of the quality of
the AVANCE offering, but even
a quality product – especially
one delivering connectivity – is
only as good as the customer
service available when
something goes wrong. On
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that front, he says, Gogo excels.
“Their customer support team
constantly monitors the AVANCE
products and can proactively
generate a case when it
recognises a failure.
“The Business Services
Gateway [BSG], a cloudbased system controlled by
Gogo’s ground team, provides
real-time system monitoring
and allows them to identify
issues and proactively address
them, sometimes without the
customer being aware there is
an issue. The BSG also enables
customers to make service
upgrades on the L3 system ‘on
the fly’.
“Gogo’s customer service
rates high for us as an installer
and the feedback we hear from
clients is positive. The company
has increased the support it
offers to its customers, with a
dedicated field service rep
for each of its regional sales
territories.
“They’ve also developed
the Gogo DASH app, which
provides system information
for diagnostics, connectivity
information and general
operating overview. Plus, every
dealer has a field service

engineer to engage with when
an installation facility needs
extra support.”
When it comes to installation,
Kliethermes confirms the L3
LRU is almost half the size of
the L5; it also uses original ATG
antennas, while the L5 uses the
new dual directional antennas.
“Neither L3 nor L5 is a direct
replacement for an existing
ATG system. While some wiring
may be reused, there are other
new parts to install, including
terrestrial modem Wi-Fi bridge
antennas and remote Wi-Fi
cabin antennas. The systems
can be integrated into an
existing cabin management
system [CMS] or inflight
entertainment [IFE] system, but
the process requires evaluation
and in almost all cases
additional software is needed
from the CMS/IFE provider.
“Flying Colours loads all the
required software as part of the
installation process, while Gogo
can provide customisation of the
splash screen on the Gogo Vision
App. The customer can upload
a company logo by logging
into the www.mygogoair.com
website and making changes as
required.”O

WELCOME TO

Here you don’t just land, you arrive!
OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA AIRPORT

There are many reasons to choose Eccelsa Aviation for your trips to Sardinia
· The only real FBO in Olbia
· State-of-the-art dedicated Business Executive Terminal
· Gateway to Costa Smeralda and Sardinia since 1963 *
· 3 km from the Marina of Olbia and 25 km from Porto Cervo
· Complete under the wing services for aircraft up to A340 and B747
· Tailored passenger services
· Full plannig for crew stay(s) at preferential rates
· Hangarage recovery
· Maintenance service in cooperation with Meridiana Maintenance
· Slot- and PPR-free landing and take-off **
· Great value-for-money services and easy payment methods
· Award-winning professional and experienced multi-language staff
However, you can forget about all of them.
In fact, what you’ll really appreciate is how you will feel.
And that’s all the difference between simply landing and truly arriving.

Eccelsa Aviation
Olbia Costa Smeralda Airport, 07026 Olbia, Italy
Air Freq. 131.675 | Fax +39 0789 563 481 | Tel +39 0789 563 480
handling@eccelsa.com | www.eccelsa.com

* Eccelsa Aviation inherits the dedicated ground assistance
service of private carrier Alisarda.
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¹?MPI^MI\PZMMXZWVOMLIXXZWIKP\W[MZ^QVO
W]ZOTWJITK][\WUMZ[.QZ[\Q[3]_PMZMW]Z
[I\MTTQ\MVM\_WZSPI[JMMVXZW^QLQVOOTWJIT
KWVVMK\Q^Q\aNWZ>>18IQZKZIN\IVL\PMIQZTQVM[
¹;MKWVL_M¼^MIVVW]VKML\PMLMXTWaUMV\
WN IVM_3]XZWL]K\IQUMLI\\PMJ][QVM[[
I^QI\QWVUIZSM\<PM3]VM\_WZSTM^MZIOM[
IVWXMVIZKPQ\MK\]ZM_PQKPUMIV[_MIZMV¼\
TQUQ\MLIVLKIVILLKIXIKQ\aJaM`XIVLQVO
W]ZKWUUMZKQITIOZMMUMV\[_Q\P\PM[I\MTTQ\M
XZW^QLMZ[?MKIVIT[WLMXTWaPQOP\PZW]OPX]\
[I\MTTQ\M[C0<;ENI[\MZ\PIVIVaWVMMT[M)VL
\PQZL_M¼^MIVVW]VKMLIVIOZMMUMV\\WJMI
[MZ^QKMXZW^QLMZIVL^IT]MILLMLUIV]NIK\]ZMZ
NWZ1ZQLQ]U+MZ\][ITTW_QVOOTWJITKW^MZIOM
NWZ[UITTMZIQZNZIUM[IVL\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W
XZW^QLM[INM\a[MZ^QKM[
¹1\UMIV[W]ZQV\MZVI\QWVITXZWL]K\WٺMZQVO
_QTTQVKT]LM+MZ\][\PM/WOW*][QVM[[)^QI\QWV
3][a[\MU_PQKPQ[QVLM^MTWXUMV\IVLW]Z
3][a[\MUNWZ>>18IQZKZIN\)LL\PI\\WW]Z
)</WٺMZQVO\PM\WWT[_M¼^MJ]QT\QV\W\PM
)>)6+-XTI\NWZU\PI\ITTWN \PW[MVM\_WZS
[a[\MU[_QTTTM^MZIOMIVL\PMZM¼[VWW\PMZ
KWUXIVa\PI\KIVXZW^QLM\PMTM^MTWN OTWJIT
[MZ^QKM/WOWLMTQ^MZ[º
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AVANCE

,M[QOVMLNWZWX\QU]UZM[]T\[IKZW[[\PM/WOW
VM\_WZS\PM)>)6+-[a[\MU[IZMM[[MV\QIT
MVIJTMZ[\W\PMKWUXIVa¼[KWVVMK\Q^Q\a
<PM)>)6+-XTI\NWZUQ[I[WN\_IZMZI\PMZ
\PIVPIZL_IZMKMV\ZQKXZWL]K\MVIJTQVO
NMI\]ZM[VW\[MMVQV\PMUIZSM\\WLIa<PM
[WN\_IZMKMV\ZQKLM[QOVITTW_[NWZ\PM[a[\MU
\WXZW^QLMJM\\MZXMZNWZUIVKMMVPIVKML
XZMLQK\IJQTQ\aKIXIJQTQ\QM[IVL^Q[QJQTQ\aQV\W
Q\[XMZNWZUIVKM1V[\ITTMLI[IKWUXIK\
[M\WN PIZL_IZMIVL[WN\_IZM]VLMZ;<+
\PMXZWL]K\ZIVOMWXMV[\PMLWWZ\W
KWUXZMPMV[Q^M[MZ^QKMK][\WUMZ[]XXWZ\IVL
LQIOVW[\QKKIXIJQTQ\QM[
+][\WUMZ[PI^M\PMWX\QWVWN ILLQVO
KWV[QLMZIJTMN]VK\QWVITQ\a\W\PMQZM`Q[\QVO
)</[a[\MU[\PZW]OP
\PM[\IVLITWVM)>)6+-;+;-TQ\MIVL
5MLQIXZWL]K\[MVIJTQVO\PMU\W¹°JM\\MZ
UIVIOMIVLLMTQ^MZ\PMQZM`Q[\QVOLI\IIVL
^WQKM[MZ^QKM[^QIIL^IVKML?)6IVLZW]\MZ
N]VK\QWVITQ\a?MKWV[QLMZ;+;-TQ\M\PM»3QVO
WN \PMKIJQV¼[WT]\QWV_PQTM;+;5MLQI
MVIJTM[MI[aIٺWZLIJTMQVÆQOP\MV\MZ\IQVUMV\
IVLQVNWZUI\QWV[MZ^QKM[º
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.WZ\PW[M[MMSQVON]Z\PMZWX\QUQ[I\QWV
)>)6+-4IVL4[]Q\[WUM_PI\LQٺMZMV\
IXXTQKI\QWV[J]\8M\MZ[WVKWVÅZU[\PI\JW\P
QVKT]LMITT\PMNMI\]ZM[WN ;+;-TQ\MIVL;+;
5MLQII^WQLQVO\PMVMML\WQV[\ITTJW\P\PM
44IVL;+;»JW`M[¼,M[QOVML\WWXMZI\M
[XMKQÅKITTaWV/WOW¼[)</VM\_WZS[4
IVL4XZW^QLMQVKIJQVKWVVMK\Q^Q\aIVL
MV\MZ\IQVUMV\\PZW]OP/WOW>Q[QWV¹)[/WOW
LMXTWa[3]NWZJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV\PM)>)6+-
XTI\NWZU_QTTIT[WJM\PMPMIZ\WN \PM[a[\MU
KWVVMK\QVO\W\PM3]VM\_WZSº
8M\MZ[WVVW\M[\PI\4IVL4WٺMZLQٺMZMV\
M`XMZQMVKM[LM[QOVML\WUMM\LQٺMZMV\VMML[
¹1V[PWZ\4Q[LM[QOVMLNWZ[UITTMZIQZKZIN\WZ
NWZJ][QVM[[\ZI^MTTMZ[_PW[QUXTa_IV\MUIQT
IVLWZTQOP\JZW_[QVO4Q[LM[QOVMLNWZU]KP
PMI^QMZ][MNWZTIZOMZIQZKZIN\_Q\PUWZMXMWXTM
WVJWIZL1\PI[[\ZMIUQVOKIXIJQTQ\QM[IVLKIV
MVIJTM^QLMWKWVNMZMVKQVO1[]OOM[\4LMTQ^MZ[
[WUM\PQVOTQSMI/M`XMZQMVKM_PQTM4
LMTQ^MZ[I/M`XMZQMVKM
¹/MVMZITTa)>)6+-4K][\WUMZ[IZM
TWWSQVONWZUWZMZWJ][\[MZ^QKM[XIZ\QK]TIZTa
[\ZMIUQVO_PQTM)>)6+-4Q[OZMI\NWZ
QVLQ^QL]IT[TWWSQVONWZJI[QKQV\MZVM\IVL
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MUIQT)VLOQ^MV\PM[TQOP\Ta[UITTMZ[QbMWN \PM
PIZL_IZMIVLQ\[[MZ^QKMXTIVWX\QWV[_M¼ZM
[MMQVOIPQOPMZ)>)6+-4]X\ISMQV\PMTQOP\
RM\IVL\]ZJWXZWX[MOUMV\[<PM4[a[\MUPI[
I\\ZIK\Q^MIVLIٺWZLIJTM[MZ^QKMTM^MT[NZWUI[
TQ\\TMI[=; !!XMZUWV\Pº
7VKMIV)>)6+-[a[\MUQ[QV[\ITTML
N]\]ZMN]VK\QWVITQ\aIVL]XLI\QVOIZMIKPQM^ML
\PZW]OP[WN\_IZMZI\PMZ\PIVPIZL_IZM
KPIVOM[INIK\8M\MZ[WV[Ia[TMI^M[\PMXTI\NWZU
¹°M`\ZMUMTaÆM`QJTMIVL[KITIJTMM^MV
K][\WUQ[IJTM\WIVQVLQ^QL]IT][MZ.WZM`IUXTM
QN IVIQZKZIN\MY]QXXML_Q\P4Q[[WTL\PMVM_
W_VMZKIV[MTMK\\PMXZWÅTM\PMaVMML_Q\PW]\
KPIVOQVOW]\PIZL_IZM*]\NWZUMWVMWN \PM
KWWTM[\Y]ITQ\QM[WN \PM)>)6+-XTI\NWZUQ[
\PI\Q\¼[IUWVO\PMÅZ[\ZMITM`IUXTM[WN \PM
1V\MZVM\WN <PQVO[C1W<EQVI^QI\QWV
¹;MV[WZ[QVW]Z)>)6+-]VQ\[LM\MK\XZWJTMU[
QV»ZMIT\QUM¼IVLZMXWZ\\PMULQZMK\Ta\W/WOW
\MKPVQKQIV[7J^QW][TaW]ZOWITQ[\WPI^MVWQ[[]M[
J]\QN \PMZMIZMIVa_M_IV\\WSVW_IJW]\\PMU
JMNWZM\PMaJMKWUMIXZWJTMUNWZ\PM][MZ[WV\PM
IQZKZIN\)VLQ\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\WVW\M\PI\K][\WUMZ[
PI^MIZMIT\QUM_QVLW_QV\W\PMQZ)>)6+-
[a[\MU<PMaKIV[MM_PQKP[WN\_IZM^MZ[QWV
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\PMa¼ZMZ]VVQVO_PQKPNMI\]ZM[IZMMVIJTMLIVL
UWVQ\WZ\PMQZ[a[\MU¼[XMZNWZUIVKM1N \PMa_IV\
\WKPIVOM[MZ^QKMXTIV[WZILLKIXIJQTQ\QM[\PMaKIV
[QUXTaKWV\IK\/WOW+][\WUMZ;]XXWZ\IVLQ\¼[
LWVMY]QKSTaIVLMI[QTaº
DASH to the future

<PIVS[\W)>)6+-/WOWQ[ITZMILaWNNMZQVO
\WNQ`Q[[]M[JMNWZMK][\WUMZ[IZMI_IZM
\PMaPI^M\PMUIN]\]ZQ[\QKKIXIJQTQ\a\PI\
8M\MZ[WVILUQ\[Q[PI^QVO¹°IJQOQUXIK\WV
W]ZJW\\WUTQVMJMKI][M_M¼ZMVW\PI^QVO\W
[MVLW]\I\MKPVQKQIVI\M^MZaQ[[]M)VLQ\¼[
PI^QVOIJQOQUXIK\WV\PMJW\\WUTQVMNWZW]Z
K][\WUMZ[\WWJMKI][M\PMaVWTWVOMZPI^M\W
OZW]VLIVIQZKZIN\_PQTM_MZM[WT^MIVQ[[]Mº
)[UWZMQVNWZUI\QWVJMKWUM[I^IQTIJTM
8M\MZ[WVM`XTIQV[/WOWPI[ZMKWOVQ[ML\PI\
Q\[J][QVM[[I^QI\QWVK][\WUMZ[_IV\^Q[QJQTQ\a
QV\W\PMKWVVMK\Q^Q\a[a[\MU[IVLVM\_WZS[WV
\PMQZIQZKZIN\[W\PMaKIV[MMIVLZM[WT^MQ[[]M[
I[Y]QKSTaI[XW[[QJTM)VL\PMa_IV\^Q[QJQTQ\a
NWZXMZ[WVVMTWV\PMIQZKZIN\I[_MTTI[NWZ
WXMZI\QWV[XMZ[WVVMTWV\PMOZW]VL
/WOWLMTQ^MZ[\PQ[KIXIJQTQ\a\PZW]OPQ\[
,);0XZWL]K\NMI\]ZMLI\\PQ[aMIZ¼[6*))
*)+-,);0KIVJMIKKM[[MLQV\_W_Ia["
^QI\PM,);0UWJQTMIXXNWZQ7;TI]VKPMLQV
2]TaWZ\PZW]OP\PM,);0OZW]VLXWZ\IT
_PQKPZMKMV\TaTI]VKPMLIVLWٺMZ[UWZMQV
LMX\PUWVQ\WZQVOIVLIVITa[Q[JaXMZ[WVVMTWV
\PMOZW]VL,);0XZW^QLM[^Q[QJQTQ\aQV\W[a[\MU
PMIT\PIJWIZL\PMIQZKZIN\IVL\PMVM\_WZS[
I^IQTIJTMI[_MTTI[MVIJTQVOIKKM[[\W\PM/WOW
>Q[QWVQVÆQOP\MV\MZ\IQVUMV\KI\ITWO]M
¹<PM,);0OZW]VLXWZ\IT_I[J]QT\NWZ\PM
\MKPVQKITXMZ[WVVMTZM[XWV[QJTMNWZUWVQ\WZQVO
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IVLZM[WT^QVOKWVVMK\Q^Q\aQ[[]M[IJWIZLIV
IQZKZIN\WZÆMM\1\¼[_MJJI[MLLM^QKMIOVW[\QK
IVLXZW^QLM[IZQKP\WWTSQ\1\XZW^QLM[VMIZ
ZMIT\QUMQVNWZUI\QWVWV[a[\MUIVLVM\_WZS
[\I\][IVLM^MVTM\[\PMU[MMPW_U]KPLI\IQ[
JMQVO][MLQVIOOZMOI\MIVLJaLM^QKM\aXMWV
\PMIQZKZIN\º8M\MZ[WV[Ia[
¹<PMaKIVUWVQ\WZQVNWZUI\QWVJa[XMKQÅK
IQZKZIN\\IQTWZZMXWZ\WVIOOZMOI\MXMZNWZUIVKM
WN IÆMM\,);0XZW^QLM[\PM\WWT[IVL
^Q[QJQTQ\aVMMLML\W[XMMLQ[[]MZM[WT]\QWVJa
\PMK][\WUMZWZQN VMKM[[IZaQ\OQ^M[\PMUIVL
/WOW\MKPVQKIT[]XXWZ\\PMQVNWZUI\QWVVMMLML
\WLQIOVW[MIXZWJTMUIVL[WT^MQ\º
Future challenge?

0I^QVONW]VLMLQ\[J][QVM[[I^QI\QWVXZWL]K\
WVIVM`\MV[Q^MXZW^MV)</VM\_WZS/WOW
VW_NIKM[QUUQVMV\KWUXM\Q\QWVQV\PM
=;)</UIZSM\8M\MZ[WV¼[ZMIK\QWV'¹?M
_MTKWUMW\PMZ[\W\PQ[[XIKM?Q\PUWZM
\PIVaMIZ[QV\PMJ][QVM[[_MSVW_PW_
LQNNQK]T\Q\Q[Q\LMTQ^MZIXZWL]K\\PI\UMM\[
\PMLMUIVL[WN \PQ[I]LQMVKM1\¼[IKWUXTM`
J][QVM[[IVL_MJMTQM^M_MIZM_MTTXW[Q\QWVML
\WKWUXM\MVW\WVTa\WLIaJ]\_MTTQV\W
\PMN]\]ZM?MPI^MIZWILUIX_MPI^MI
VM\_WZSIVL_MPI^M\PMXTI\NWZU\WMVIJTM
\PMN]\]ZMWN KWVVMK\Q^Q\a
¹;WUM\PQVO\PI\QUXZM[[MLUMNZWULIa
WVMIJW]\/WOW_I[\PMZMTMV\TM[[X]Z[]Q\\W
IV\QKQXI\MW]ZK][\WUMZ[¼VMML[IVLQ[[]M[
?Q\P)>)6+-_MVW_PI^MIXTI\NWZU\PI\
_QTTITTW_][\WQVVW^I\MZIXQLTa+W]XTM
/WOW¼[QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZM_Q\PQ\[\ITMV\ML\MIU
IVLaW]KZMI\MI_QVVQVOKWUJQVI\QWVNWZ
\WLIaIVL\PMN]\]ZMºQ

MAKE YOUR WISH AND
WE’LL MAKE IT HAPPEN

WE KNOW THAT EVERY FLIGHT IS UNIQUE
Let us take care of both your and your aircraft’s every need. Whether it is
relaxation you seek, a meeting you need to hold or if you feel like exploring
some magnificent Icelandic nature while your plane receives excellent
service, we do our best to fulfil your requirements.

www.igs.is I igs@igs.is I Tel. +354 425 0277
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Changing

the Connectivity Game

W

hether it’s
watching
football,
joining
a video
conference,
getting the low down on
your children’s latest school
achievements or simply catching
up with friends, the real measure
WN QVÆQOP\KWVVMK\Q^Q\aQ[QV
the phone ringing or the email
chiming, isn’t it? Passengers
expect the phone to work in the air
just as it does on the ground and,
if they’re entirely honest, most
JQbRM\IVL>18ÆaMZ[ZMITTaLWV¼\
think about the network, service
provider or hardware… if it works,
it’s good. If it doesn’t, it’s not.
There are multiple connectivity
options to consider, and while each
provider has a USP or two, is there
actually more to it than that? What if
the connectivity buying decision ought
to consider an even bigger picture?
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What if satellites and constellations
really do matter when it comes to
individual users? Viasat says they do,
and now it’s setting out to change the
connectivity game.
There was a frisson of excitement on
Viasat’s newly rebranded EBACE booth,
ZMÆMK\QVOQ\[NZM[PTaIVVW]VKMLLMIT
with Embraer for Ka-band connectivity
on the Legacy jet and a slightly earlier
agreement with Honeywell’s GoDirect
(previously Satcom1).
Jerry Goodwin, Executive Vice
President Network Services Portfolio
explained: “We’ve been watching our
colleagues in the commercial group
delivering connectivity through our
latest satellites for a few years, waiting
to give our business jet customers
the same standard of service. We’ve
been working hard to pull together
everything that we need to do it,
including the correct terminals,
because for the most part we can’t
use the same, large terminals the
commercial airline group uses.

“Now we have the technology in
place and we feel this is a tipping
point of lots of good things to come.
Building transition pathways for our
many existing customers to upgrade
over time has also been an important
part of the process. Plus, we’re super
excited about the deal with Embraer,
which was competitive – we had to
compete for it against other vendors.
“We’ve been working with them
a little over six months and the
partnership is going really well. We’re
concentrating on STCs and radomes,
and concluding test work on the
terminals, which are almost ready
to go. Now we’re talking with them
to define the end-user experience,
which is so important. Embraer is
telling Legacy customers the package
will be available as line fit from
second quarter 2019, which is really
comfortable for us.”
The engineering, trials and
KMZ\QÅKI\QWVMٺWZ\NWZ\PMTQVMÅ\
WٺMZQVO_QTTIT[WQVNWZU\PM;<+
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With our multi-cast system, we send live
PQOPLMÅVQ\QWV<>[QOVIT[·VM_[IVL[XWZ\·
over our Ka-band network
for adding Viasat’s system to earlier
4MOIKa[+WUJQVML\PMTQVMÅ\IVL
ZM\ZWÅ\WX\QWV[JZQVOPQOP[XMML
connectivity to the mid-size market in
a way never before attempted. “Four or
Å^MaMIZ[IOWITUW[\VWVMWN \PMUQL
cabin business jet manufacturers were
interested in this type of connectivity
system, because they’d need a radome
design for the tail and other work,
and the market wasn’t ready for
that,” Goodwin says. “Manufacturers
questioned whether principals would
_IV\KWVVMK\Q^Q\aWV[PWZ\MZÆQOP\[
and we were almost competing with
non-use. But a coast-to-coast US trip
Q[V¼\[PWZ\IVLQ\¼[ZMITTaLQٺMZMV\VW_
_Q\PM^MZaWVMTWWSQVO\WÅO]ZMW]\
their connectivity story.”
The implication is that thanks to
improved comfort and performance,
\PMTI\M[\UQL[QbMRM\[M`MUXTQÅMLJa
the Legacy, are tackling longer trips,
J]\NWZWXMZI\WZ[ÆaQVOKWI[\\WKWI[\
PW_LWM[>QI[I\¼[3IJIVLWٺMZQVO
make sense compared to a wellestablished competitor’s air-to-ground
service, for example?
“Our advantage is in the network;
it’s about capacity. That’s what
LMÅVM[PW_UIVaIQZKZIN\aW]KIV
add simultaneously. Because of our
VM\_WZS[QbM_MWٺMZI[]XMZQWZ
quality of service since our network
capacity is orders of magnitude
greater. That means that when demand
on the network is high, we have
the bandwidth to cope, while other
providers do not.

James Person, Director of Global Business Development
for Business and VVIP Aviation

¹7]ZKWUXM\Q\WZ[[]ٺMZ\PW[M
same issues if we compare satellite
networks, although the imbalance is
TM[[[\IZS·_MWٺMZQV\PMZMOQWVWN 
100 times greater capacity, while if you
compare our satellite service with the
air-to-ground example, it’s more like
1,000 times greater. And what’s more,
aviation takes only a small percentage
of Viasat’s total network capacity.”
Capacity and Experience

Listening to Goodwin enthuse over
Viasat’s Ka-band system, it’s easy to
forget the company’s long experience
QV3]JIVL[MZ^QKMWٺMZQVO[2IUM[
Person, Viasat’s Director of Global
Business Development for Business and
VVIP Aviation, says: “We’ve been active
in business aviation with our global Kuband network for more than a decade
and at one time it was the premier
network. But we always anticipated
that we’d need to go on and establish
IPQOPTaLQٺMZMV\QI\MLVM\_WZS<PI\¼[
what we’ve done now and although it
happens to be in the same Ka-band
frequency band as a competitor’s
satellites, really that’s the only thing they
have in common, because we have so
much more capacity.
“And we focus on capacity where
business jets fly. We started in North
America, then extended to Europe
through a joint venture, and most
recently we launched ViaSat-2, which

added coverage in the Caribbean
and North Atlantic. All in, Viasat
covers about 85% of business jet
flying hours. Our capacity over that
combined area is more than 500Gbps,
while our nearest competitor covers
one third of the world with a 7Gbps
satellite. That’s what enables our
differentiated experience.”
Goodwin and Person are
extremely proud of the ‘differentiated
experience’ they say Viasat offers, but
it sounds suspiciously like marketing
speak to describe something that’s just
a little different from the competition.
What exactly does it mean to the
customer? “All our plans are 16Mbps,”
Person explains. “We don’t reduce the
speed if you buy only a small amount
of data. We can do that because we
have so much capacity and we put
it where principals fly. That’s the
standard our new Embraer customers
can expect too.”
Ku-/Ka-band

The GoDirect deal marks another
significant Viasat advantage.
“GoDirect has a number of customers
with Viasat Ku-band equipment on
board. The new agreement gives them
an opportunity, as it does Satcom
Direct, which has already extended
its agreement, to not only upgrade
customers to Ka-band, but dual-band.
It’s something no one else can offer.
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“It’s about the network, but also
about our shipset. It’s very compact,
the antennas are all the same size
and we only need three LRUs [line
replaceable units]. It means we can
put two antennas on a large-cabin
Gulfstream or Bombardier Global;
_M¼TT[MM/]TN[\ZMIU[ÆaQVO_Q\PL]IT
band this year.”
Viasat is also looking out for
customers operating jets equipped
for its Ku-band, but with no space
for a second antenna – in the bullet
fairing of a Falcon, for example. The
Ka-band antenna is a straight swap
with the Ku-band equipment, while
the mounting points and connections
of the associated LRUs are identical,
facilitating a simple, one-for-one
exchange. “Several of our Ku-band
customers saw the change to Kaband coming,” Goodwin says. “They
thought about it early and now they’ll
JMVMÅ\NZWU\PMKWUUWVITQ\aJM\_MMV
our Ku- and Ka-band equipment.”
?Q\PIL]ITJIVLÅ\K][\WUMZ[
will enjoy 16Mbps via Viasat Ka-band
over the majority of their routes, with
the company’s Ku-band providing
]X\W5JX[_PMV\PMRM\ÆQM[W]\WN 
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…we’re super excited about the deal with Embraer,
which was competitive – we had to compete for it
against other vendors
Jerry Goodwin, Executive Vice President
Network Services Portfolio

Ka-band range. Remarkably, Person
says: “We’ve priced it through our
suppliers so that customers pay the
same monthly fee for dual-band as
they’re currently paying for Ku-band;
we can do that because we own the
Ka-band satellites.”
Customers upgrading from
Ku- to Ka-band have traditionally
needed to modify their aircraft with
aerodynamically and structurally
QLMV\QKITZILWUM[QVILQٺMZMV\
material, since a Ka-band antenna
sitting under a Ku-band radome
delivers less than optimal performance.
AM\>QI[I\Q[WٺMZQVOL]ITJIVL^QI
two antennas under the same radome;
with a smile on his face, Person notes:
“We have that technology available
for large-cabin aircraft – we’ve been
delivering ‘Ku-/Ka-band’ radomes to
commercial airlines, as well as senior
leader government aircraft for years

now, and we’re applying that same
proven technology to the business jet
market. Dual-band complements our
PQOPTaLQٺMZMV\QI\ML3IJIVLNWZUQL
cabins and other aircraft that can only
accept one antenna, plus we have the
satellites up, the STCs in process and
\PMTQVMÅ\IOZMMUMV\_Q\P-UJZIMZ·
it’s all coming together this year.
“And another big advantage is that
_M¼ZMOWQVO\WJMWٺMZQVO<>W^MZ
the Ka-band. Many aircraft have a
TV reception antenna, for standard
LMÅVQ\QWVC;,EJZWILKI[\J]\\PW[M
broadcasts are set to be discontinued,
rendering the antennas as little more
than ballast. With our multi-cast
[a[\MU_M[MVLTQ^MPQOPLMÅVQ\QWV
TV signals – news and sport – over our
Ka-band network.”
Goodwin has good news on TV
pricing as well. “It won’t count against
the monthly data allocation, it’ll be

VIASAT

\PZW]OPIÆI\ZI\ML[]J[KZQX\QWV
so customers can watch as much
TV as they want.” Person expands:
“Operators might have 40Gb or
100Gb of combined Ku-/Ka-band
data, then add TV service as required
by subscription, without needing an
additional antenna.
“We’ve been waiting to do what
we do for the commercial airlines for
a while and now we’re very excited
to have everything in place, ready to
deliver our unique product to business
and VIP aircraft operators. Right now,
_M¼ZMWٺMZQVOIPQOPY]ITQ\a3IJIVL
service, plus dual-band for those with
aircraft large enough to accommodate
two antennas. And from 2020, we’ll
launch three satellites in our global
ViaSat-3 satellite constellation, which
will deliver global Ka-band service.
“Meanwhile, our specialist VVIP team
has been really busy working with

| JERRY GOODWIN & JAMES PERSON

customers to supply the Ku-/Ka-band
solution for ACJs, BBJs and other large
platforms, especially in Europe, where
they’re engaging completion centres
across the region.”
Viasat sees internet use
continuing to increase exponentially
and Goodwin reckons it has the
requirement well in hand. “We take
pride in designing and constructing
satellite constellations that are
vastly different to any other satellite
constellation out there. We started
with ViaSat-1 – which offered more
capacity than any other satellite in
orbit at launch, we sought to double
capacity and increase the coverage
by seven times with the ViaSat-2
satellite and our ViaSat-3 class takes
capacity and coverage to a whole
other level – and we don’t plan to stop
there. Our initial three ViaSat-3 class
satellites will provide global coverage

and enable us to put capacity where
demand is – it provides an immediate,
dynamic response that might move
capacity from the East to West Coasts
as required, for example, or perhaps
cover all the business jets flying into
a region for the World Cup or other
global sporting event. It also means
we won’t be constrained for capacity.
“When those satellites come into
service, I expect our product to be so
reliable and interesting compared to
what the world has seen from satellites
before, it’ll be fascinating to see how
customers adapt to its quality. Our
current Ka-band LRUs are capable of
handling 16Mbps, but they’re forward
compatible with our ViaSat-3 system
– meaning they’ll be able to handle
twice that, even on a large-cabin
antenna. We don’t do business unless
it changes the game and that’s what
we’re doing.” Q
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SafetySignature
& Service
First
Flight Support

G

roup Chief Executive
of BBA Aviation and
CEO of Signature Flight
Support since April
2018, Mark Johnstone
runs a growing global
network of 200 FBOs. While Signature’s
largest presence is in North America, it
also boasts important facilities in the
Caribbean, Latin America, Europe, Africa
and Asia. He considers that network a
KTMIZLQٺMZMV\QI\WZJM\_MMV;QOVI\]ZM
Flight Support and its competitors.
“We have 139 locations in North America,
the next largest FBO operator has 70,” he
explains. “Access to the financial resources of
its parent company, BBA Aviation, also allows
Signature to be innovative, and to invest
in technology, facility upgrades, additional
acquisitions and training. Our global network
is therefore the greatest asset we have. And
customers expect a premium experience when
they land at a Signature Flight Support FBO,
so we expect all our team members to be
ready to provide that experience in a worldclass manner and with an exceptional focus
on safety.”
So important is safety to Signature Flight
Support’s offering that it has developed
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proprietary safety and service training
modules. “Our Service with a Leading Edge
programme was developed in coordination
with a highly-renowned five-star hotel chain.
All employees, from the CEO to a new line
service technician, are required to take this
training both initially and in subsequent
refresher courses. We look very closely at our
customer surveys to spot service deviations and
quickly respond not only to the customer but
also to correct the deficiency at the location
with additional training.
“Safety with a Leading Edge has evolved over
time from our SafetyFirst programme, which has
since been donated to and is now provided by
NATA – it’s available to all FBOs. We’ve further
LMÅVMLW]Z[INM\a[\IVLIZL[IVL_MPWTLWVM
another accountable for our service and safety
standards; we instil these beliefs from day one of
an employee’s time with us.”
Signature’s proactive pursuit of the global
IS-BAH standard is a further demonstration
of its commitment to safety and its willingness
to partner with the business and general
aviation industry to identify and implement best
practices. “We also have exacting internal audit
and safety management systems that adhere to
the best practices in the FBO industry and are
continuously updated.”

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

| MARK JOHNSTONE

Signature service

Mark Johnstone,
Group Chief
Executive of BBA
Aviation and
CEO of Signature
Flight Support

Safety and exceptional customer service are
the foundations upon which Signature stands
but ask any other FBO operator what they
offer, and the response will likely be similar.
But, Johnstone insists, “Signature is uniquely
positioned to provide personalised, world-class
service to each and every customer no matter
the size of the location or the number of
competitors on the field. We invest heavily in
our facilities and training to be able to provide
that premium customer experience. We feel
this is a differentiator. The size of the network
also allows us to really get to know our
customers and we’re able to transmit customer
needs and wants to other bases, adding
additional value to the experience.”
Given its overseas footprint, Signature
is obviously a company of international
[QOVQÅKIVKMaM\MIKPWN Q\[.*7[IT[W[MMU[\W
play an important role in its local community.
It’s a peculiar counterpoint to supporting VIP
customers, but Johnstone considers Signature’s
community presence essential.
“Each of Signature’s locations is tied to
its community, with employees volunteering
locally and dedicating time and money to
ensure their community is thriving. The
more communities we become a part of, the
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more our larger Signature community will
grow. And I don’t see this element being lost
or diluted as our own community grows – I
foresee even more engagement as we expand.”
Last year, in the wake of Hurricanes Maria
and Irma, from August through September
and into October, Signature FBOs played an
important role in receiving and fuelling military
IVLKQ^QTQIVZMTQMN ÆQOP\[)NIZKZaNZWU
handling VIP clients, it nonetheless says much
for Signature’s ability to keep delivering even
when the going gets tough.
2WPV[\WVMZMKSWV[\PMMٺWZ\_I[MV\QZMTa
typical of Signature’s employees. “At our
location in Key West, for example, our people
worked through the night to ensure the location
would be able to receive supplies and relief
workers after Irma made landfall. In fact, our
teams coordinated transport of a generator from
Texas to Key West to allow the airport to restart
operations quickly after the storm passed.
“And at Signature Austin, employees
marshalled, fuelled, and loaded more than 25
small aircraft so that pilots could bring school
supplies to children across the state after
Hurricane Harvey.
¹,]ZQVO\PMÅZM[QV\PM;IV\I*IZJIZIIZMI
TI[\aMIZW]ZMUXTWaMM[MV[]ZMLIMZQITÅZMÅOP\MZ[
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had everything they needed to save the area from
further destruction. Responding to the needs of
the local community, no matter what those needs
may be, is just business as usual.”
Signature TECHNICAir

Beyond FBOs, Signature also has an MRO
company, Signature TECHNICAir, positioned
at 17 airport locations throughout its
network. And there’s more to this aspect of
its capability, as Johnstone relates: “We’re
expanding our Mobile Service Units across
the network to provide AOG and light
maintenance support. Our team is highly
experienced and we’re going to continue
driving this business forward. Where we don’t
have a physical presence or Mobile Service
Unit, we carefully select MRO partners to
support our customers.
“With the majority of business aircraft
operating in North America, it’s natural that
our network is most expansive in that region,
but the UK is also an important market and
includes a Signature TECHNICAir presence
at Biggin Hill and Bournemouth, supporting
aircraft in Europe. We can support all our UK
locations with Mobile Service Units and have a
[QOVQÅKIV\XPa[QKITXZM[MVKMQV*W]ZVMUW]\P
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_PQKPWٺMZ[IXWZ\NWTQWWN [MZ^QKM[NZWU[QUXTM
AOG, to heavy maintenance and inspections.
“We’re also equity partners in Gama
Aviation Signature Aircraft Management,
providing management and charter for more
than 200 aircraft.”
Changing world

Mark Johnstone took over as Signature Flight
Support CEO in April, at which time he saw
that the aviation workforce shortage was going
to be among the first challenges he faced.
“The aviation industry is evolving rapidly, and
we must evolve with it. We need to reach out
to new job pools to fill the roles we currently
have and find the many more dedicated
individuals we’ll need to meet the demands
of a changing world. Right now, the future of
aviation is bright and full of possibilities as the
older workforce begins to retire and provides
vast opportunities for those searching for a
career in aviation.
“One of the areas we are focusing on is
investment in promoting the education of the
next generation of aviation professionals. BBA
Aviation is dedicated to being an exceptional
corporate citizen. Since 2010, we’ve donated
W^MZ=; UQTTQWV\WVWVXZWÅ\[\PI\NWK][
on STEM and aviation education. The aviation
workforce has to grow, and it needs to grow in
new directions. We’re going to need people with
a diverse set of skills to meet future challenges,
whether they be in automation, from a desire
to improve the environment, or to facilitate an
QVKZMI[MQVI^QI\QWV\ZIٻK
¹1¼LTQSM\W[MM\PM[MMٺWZ\[[\IZ\I\PQOP
school level, encouraging young students to get
QV\MZM[\MLQV;<-5ÅMTL[XZW^QLQVOQV\MZV[PQX[
and externships so that young people can see
\PMJMVMÅ\[WN IVI^QI\QWVKIZMMZ?M¼ZMIT[W
key supporters of the Aviation Community
Foundation, which seeks to empower the next
generation through aviation education. And we
WٺMZML]KI\QWVIT[]XXWZ\XZWOZIUUM[\WW]Z
employees, helping them further progress their
education should they so desire.”
Still though, aviation is failing to reach
the majority of the female population with
its employment possibilities, a situation far
from lost on Johnstone. Navigating through its

| MARK JOHNSTONE

website, it’s noticeable that more than usual of
Signature Flight Support’s corporate images
feature women. How does he propose making
the industry a more obvious career choice for
school-leaving girls and young women?
“We have to start the process at high school
level. Women and girls are not choosing aviation
as a career because they don’t see women in
these roles. Everyone knows about Amelia
Earhart, but she was born in 1897. Most people
probably can’t name a female pilot. Most
XMWXTMPI^MVM^MZJMMVÆW_VJaINMUITMXQTW\
Representation matters. We have to do more
to highlight the women who are already at all
levels of the aviation workforce, which is what
we’re trying to do in a small way by prominently
displaying images of women in these roles.
We’re facing an aviation workforce shortage
and statistics like ‘only 7% of pilots are women’.
There is untapped potential there that we as an
industry have to do more to realise.”

Signature is uniquely positioned to provide
personalised, world-class service to each and
every customer no matter the size of the location
WZ\PMV]UJMZWN KWUXM\Q\WZ[WV\PMÅMTL

Ensuring its ongoing viability through an
active role in educating and encouraging
the next-generation workforce is therefore
a key driver for Signature Flight Support’s
future, but what does that future look like?
“We continue to expand our network outside
North America, with new acquisitions and
via our licensing product, Signature Select,
which provides for independently owned
and operated FBOs to become part of the
Signature network. They’re supported with
sales, marketing, training, back office support
and other features and benefits that assist them
to be more competitive.
“Indeed, in July we acquired EPIC fuels, which
brings 200+ independently owned FBO locations
to our network. We’re looking to develop the
network further and we’ll continue to evaluate
business opportunities where they make sense and
are relevant to our customers.” Q
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Canadian
Ambition

F

Sean Johnson,
F/LIST Montreal CEO
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ounded on the ageold craftsmanship
of Franz List’s
1950s’ carpentry
business, F/LIST
has expanded
globally, adding facilities and
[\IٺJ]\VM^MZTW[QVO[QOP\WN \PM
qualities and technologies that
so appeal to its VVIP customers.
Its recently opened Montreal,
Canada site is generally typical
WN \PMKWUXIVa¼[W^MZ[MI[
^MV\]ZM[J]\IT[WZMXZM[MV\[\PM
ÅZ[\N]TTaWXMZI\QWVITXZWL]K\QWV
centre outside F/LIST’s Austrian
headquarters. Other facilities,
QVKT]LQVO\PI\QV.TWZQLIWٺMZ
product support and promote
customer relationships,
XZQUIZQTaWٺMZQVOZMXIQZIVL
[]XXWZ\[MZ^QKM[

Sean Johnson, F/LIST Montreal
CEO, says the company’s origins
and traditional qualities are never
forgotten, and Canada works very
KTW[MTa_Q\P\PM)][\ZQIVWٻ
KM¹?M
receive a lot of support from them
in terms of expertise, process and
quality management, sales support,
XZWK]ZMUMV\IVL[WWV?M¼ZMWVM
family and try to maintain the same
operational excellence evident from
W]ZNW]VLI\QWVQV)][\ZQI
¹,M[QOVI\MLI[I^MVMMZKMV\ZMWN 
M`KMTTMVKM5WV\ZMITQ[\PMÅZ[\.41;<
location outside the home country to
produce our high-quality veneers and is
designed to serve the North American
market, while Austria continues to
produce veneers for the rest of the
world; the business is growing, which
is why the decision was made to create
\PMNIKQTQ\aQV5WV\ZMITº
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Veneer of excellence

F/LIST is especially well respected
for its veneer work and Johnson says
the materials and processes involved
are subject to constant technological
innovation, especially in the areas
of flame treatment, de-risking
the process of certification, while
preserving the colour and quality
of the wood; in addition, there are
continuous advances in varnishing
and finishing techniques to keep up
_Q\PKWUUMZKQITQV\MZQWZLM[QOV
Johnson also explains the extent
WN .41;<¼[+IVILQIVWٺMZQVO
JMaWVL^MVMMZ[¹1\KW^MZ[\PMMV\QZM
value chain of aircraft interiors
from the initial sales contact up to
KWUXZMPMV[Q^MZMN]ZJQ[PUMV\[MZ^QKM[
This includes the development,
engineering and manufacturing
of all aspects of the cabin interior,
QVKT]LQVOÆWWZQVO[TQVQVO[IVL[a[\MU[
QV\MOZI\QWV7]ZXZWL]K\[]XXWZ\
teams are at the disposal of our
major customers, to provide on-site
assistance with touch-ups and repairs
of delivered cabinetry, for example,
IVLÅVITXWTQ[PQVOJMNWZMIXXZW^ITJa
\PMXZQVKQXIT
¹.41;<PI[UILMIVIUMNWZQ\[MTN 
I[IXZW^QLMZWN PQOPY]ITQ\aÆIUM
retardant wood veneers thanks to its
proprietary REACH [Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals] compliant
ÆIUMZM\IZLIV\NWZU]TI\PI\I^WQL[
milky surfaces, greying and saltKZ][\[\IQV[*M[QLM[IZQKPXWZ\NWTQW
of available veneers, many of them
available with live-log samples, F/LIST
WٺMZ[M`\MV[Q^MKWV[]T\QVO[MZ^QKM[
digital layout schemes of selected
veneers to help customers visualise
their cabin interior, and Microlumber,
a unique multi-layered veneer that
UI\KPM[\PMTWWSWN [WTQL_WWL
¹6I\]ZITTa_M][MW]Z^MVMMZ[
W]Z[MT^M[QVW]ZÆWWZQVO[IVL
cabinets, but a large part of our
production is sold as custom multi-ply,

Above: Official inauguration of the
Montreal facility on 14 May 2018.
Sean Johnson is at left, with
F/LIST CEO Katharina List-Nagl
third from left and F/LIST CFO
Michael Groiss to her left

VWVÆIUUIJTM^MVMMZ<PQ[Q[INWKIT
point for F/LIST Canada’s work, we
produce custom veneer projects for
K][\WUMZ[QV\PMZMOQWV1\[PWZ\MV[
TMIL\QUM[IVLWٺMZ[QUXZW^ML[MZ^QKM
compared to ordering veneer from
Austria, providing our customers with
IKWUXM\Q\Q^MIL^IV\IOMº
Over the next few years,
F/LIST plans to expand its Montreal
presence to more than 100 employees,
depending on how quickly the market
responds to the new facility, which only
WXMVMLQV5Ia\PQ[aMIZ;XMISQVOQV

)]O][\2WPV[WVKWVÅZUML"¹?M¼ZM
already actively producing veneer
shipsets and we’ll add varnishing and
ZMN]ZJQ[PUMV\QVKWUQVOUWV\P[
¹5MIV_PQTM.41;<¼[[\ZWVO
aftermarket division provides a broad
range of refurbishment services,
including touch-ups, repairs, revarnishing and re-veneering of cabinetry,
ZMXTIKMUMV\WN ÆWWZ[ZM]XPWT[\MZa
WN [MI\[LQ^IV[IVLTQVQVO[IVLUWZM
?MIT[WPI^MUWJQTMZMXIQZ\MIU[
agile groups of specialists available
worldwide on short notice to conduct
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urgent touch-ups and repairs on board
IVIQZKZIN\º
Location choice

F/LIST’s choice of North American
TWKI\QWV_I[QVXIZ\QVÆ]MVKMLJaTWKIT
QVL][\ZaVW\TMI[\*WUJIZLQMZ*][QVM[[
)QZKZIN\IVLXMZ[WVVMTZM[W]ZKM[¹1V
the Montreal cluster and surrounding
region, we’re serving a great
concentration of existing and potential
F/LIST customers, and it’s also a great
JI[MNWZITTWN 6WZ\P)UMZQKI)VL
there’s a deep aerospace talent pool
here, given that Montreal is quickly
becoming an industry hub with close
proximity to many major US cities and
IMZW[XIKMK][\WUMZ[º
Although the area is rich in talented
people with the skills F/LIST requires,
the company is obliged to compete
for their services with a large number
WN XW\MV\QITMUXTWaMZ[*]\2WPV[WV
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NMMT[.41;<PI[IVIL^IV\IOM"¹7]Z
hiring has been successful so far –
the company’s reputation as a great
XTIKM\W_WZSQ[LMÅVQ\MTaOMVMZI\QVO
QV\MZM[\1\[K]T\]ZMXI[[QWVNWZÅVM[\
craftsmanship and dedication to
quality are convincing arguments for
TWKIT\ITMV\[MMSQVO\PMQLMITRWJº
Johnson himself is an experienced
aerospace leader, having worked in the
QVL][\ZaUW[\TaNWZ*WUJIZLQMZNWZ
UWZM\PIVaMIZ[¹1TMLK][\WUMZ
NIKQVO\MIU[KWVÅO]ZQVO/TWJIT
Expresses for customers, and I led
/TWJITQV\MZQWZLM^MTWXUMV\NWZ
six years, developing a relationship
_Q\P.41;<I[IKWV[MY]MVKM1_I[
always impressed with the quality,
customer relationship and company
K]T\]ZM\PMaM`PQJQ\ML?PMV1PIL
the opportunity to join them and help
KZMI\M\PQ[VM_NIKQTQ\a1LQLV¼\PM[Q\I\M
It’s an opportunity to be part of a wellZMOIZLMLKWUXIVaWٺMZUaM`XMZQMVKM
and leadership, and bring the next
_I^MWN OZW_\PNWZ6WZ\P)UMZQKIº
Mining local talent is a good
employment policy for the
short term, but arguably short
[QOP\MLW^MZ\PMTWVOMZ\MZU
As such, F/LIST has begun

engaging local schools with a view
to eventually participating in aspects
of their training and development
XZWOZIUUM[1\¼[I_MTTNW]VLML
KWUXIVaIUJQ\QWV2WPV[WVM`XTIQV["
¹.41;<)][\ZQIPI[ITWVO\ZILQ\QWV
of apprenticeships – its apprentice
programme has been lauded with
Austrian national honours, so we
ITZMILaSVW_PW_^IT]IJTMQ\Q[
?MLMÅVQ\MTaQV\MVL\WX]Z[]M\PM
apprenticeship route to bring in the
best people, and we’ll use the training
know-how our Austrian colleagues
PI^MJ]QT\]Xº
*MNWZM.41;<5WV\ZMITJMOQV[
nurturing the next generation of hightech craftsmen though, its primary
I\\MV\QWVQ[MT[M_PMZM¹7]ZUIQV
goals are to establish all the production
capabilities and transfer the main ongoing work for our North American
K][\WUMZ[\W\PQ[NIKQTQ\aº2WPV[WV
[Ia[¹)N\MZ\PI\_MPWXM\WMVOIOM
new customers, encouraging them into
trying our innovative, well-crafted and
ZMTQIJTMXZWL]K\[ºQ

INCREASE YOUR
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
EFFICIENCY SIGNIFICANTLY.
MORE HANGAR SPACE –
MORE SAFETY –
LESS COSTS.

Mototok tugs are developed for multi purpose use. Whatever your task is, Mototok
will help you to manage all aircraft shuntigs both inside and outside your hangar.
And this at the quickest possible time and the lowest costs!

Meet us!

Meet Mototok – the worlds most innovative,
safest and most money saving tug!
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Only Mototok excels with these and other unbeatable advantages:
Clean Full Electric Drive:
low maintenance – no fuel costs

Flexible use for aircraft
up to 39, 50, 95 or 195 tonnes

Radio Remotely Controlled:
Only one person needed for shunting –
no wing walker required

Loads and unloads the nosewheel automatically in seconds
with one click on the remote

Easy Operation:
No driving licence required

Contact us: +49-2151-65083-82 · www.mototok.com · info@mototok.com ·

Save space by using your hangar more efﬁcient
for about 60% more aircraft

facebook.com/MototokTugs

Innovative remote controlled
electric driven tugs

Imagine the business aviation world where all players are connected, where operators can share information
by speaking the same language. Where time and distance are cancelled... this is Flyup.aero, the place
where Argos VPH makes the difference, giving the customer a truly different experience.
Argos VPH, commit itself exclusively and personally each single ﬂight with care. Your crew will be welcomed
to our facilities by our professional and trained staff and your aircraft will be promptly handled.
Our professionalism has been recognized and certified with the achievement of ISO 9001 Certiluxe.
LIRA - LIRF - LIML - LIMC - LIPZ - LIPX - LIPH - LIRP - LIRN - LIRI - LICC - LICJ - LIEE - LSZA - LIMG - LIEO

THE FUTURE

IS NOW

THE GROUND SERVICE REVOLUTION
TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE.
TM

F LYU P

ground
services
evolution

ARGOS VPH, THE LEADING FBOS IN ITALY

E N J OY YO U R F L I G H T A N D L A N D O N C E R TA I N T I E S

argosvph.com
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F

lying helicopters
W[ٺPQX[PI[]V\QT
ZMKMV\TaJMMVXZM\\a
U]KP\PMXZM[MZ^M
WN \PMUQTQ\IZaIVL
[XMKQITQ[\WXMZI\WZ[
*]\\PI\¼[KPIVOQVOI[\PM_WZTL¼[
[]XMZaIKP\ÆMM\OZW_[)KKWZLQVO
to Boat InternationalUIOIbQVMI
PMTQKWX\MZLMKSQ[\PM[MKWVLUW[\
XWX]TIZLM[QOVNMI\]ZMIJWIZL
\PM[MM`KT][Q^M^M[[MT[_Q\PWVTa
\PMXZQ^I\MLMKSUWZMLM[QZIJTM
)VM_JZMMLWN M`XTWZMZ^M[[MTQ[
IT[WIXXMIZQVOIJWIZL_PQKPI
PMTQKWX\MZQ[\aXQKITTaKWV[QLMZML
IVM[[MV\QIT\WWTZI\PMZ\PIV
\ZIV[XWZ\KWV^MVQMVKM
Airbus Corporate Helicopters (ACH)
CEO, Frederic Lemos reckons more
than 300 superyachts, around 5% of
\PMOTWJITÆMM\IZMI^QI\QWVKIXIJTM
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with numbers growing year on year. Of
these, ACH estimates around 10% are
MY]QXXML_Q\PIKMZ\QÅMLPMTQLMKS¹?M
are seeing a trend where helicopters
are increasingly seen as a key yachtbased capability, matching the rise in
popularity of explorer yachts and yachts
with limited exploration capability,
_PQKPMVIJTMXZQ^I\MW_VMZ[IKKM[[
to unique, and at times inhospitable
locations where a helicopter helps to
extend the capability.
¹?M¼ZMIT[W[MMQVOQVKZMI[QVO
V]UJMZ[WN []XXWZ\^M[[MT[\PMUIRWZQ\a
WN _PQKPPI^MI\TMI[\TQUQ\MLPMTQKWX\MZ
KIXIJQTQ\a.QVITTa\PM\ZMVLNWZM^MZ
larger yachts continues and this allows
designers and shipbuilders to better
cope with the requirements for fully
KMZ\QÅMLPMTQLMKS[IVLTIZOMZIQZKZIN\º
Safe operations to and from ship
ZMY]QZMM`\MV[Q^M\ZIQVQVO\PI\M`\MVL[

far beyond the helicopter pilot; in an
ideal world, it might extend to the
^M[[MT¼[MV\QZMKZM_;INM\aIT[WLMZQ^M[
NZWUIV]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PM^M[[MT
and how it interacts with the helicopter,
IVL\PMMV^QZWVUMV\°<PM_MI\PMZ
Q[VM^MZUWZMQUXWZ\IV\\W[INMÆaQVO
_PMVaW]¼ZMWXMZI\QVO_Q\PI^M[[MT
<PMPMTQKWX\MZ\PMZMNWZMILL[
mobility, practicality and considerable
style to a yacht, but is surprisingly
complex to integrate and operate
safely. Charlotte Pedersen, CEO at
4]`I^QI\QWV0MTQKWX\MZ[IVLINWZUMZ
UQTQ\IZaPMTQKWX\MZXQTW\[Ia["¹?M¼^M
seen an increase in requests for
helicopters on board both superyachts
and explorer yachts. Since the latter
are capable of sailing in polar seas,
Q\¼[^MZaQUXWZ\IV\\PI\[PQXaIZL[
and owners engage with professional
PMTQKWX\MZWXMZI\WZ[º

LIFTING OFF, LANDING ON

Modern helicopters are extremely
reliable, but special equipment
for maritime operations includes
emergency flotation gear, fitted here
to an ACH145’s skids.
Airbus Corporate Helicopters

)\I^MZaJI[QKTM^MTPMTQKWX\MZ
yacht operations might be considered
as those where a helicopter shuttles
XI[[MVOMZ[JM\_MMV^M[[MTIVL[PWZM
J]\Q[V¼\MUJIZSMLIVL\PW[M_PMZM\PM
PMTQKWX\MZQ[WVJWIZLNWZ\PM^WaIOM
4]`I^QI\QWV0MTQKWX\MZ[[]XXWZ\[
both models, but, Pedersen insists:
¹-^MV\PW]OPI^QI\QWVZMO]TI\QWV[IVL
ZMY]QZMUMV\[IZW]VL\PM_WZTLLQٺMZ
it requires both experience and strict
procedures to safely operate helicopters
\WIVLNZWUaIKP\[?MZMKWUUMVL
using a professional helicopter company,
_Q\P\PMKWZZMK\IXXZW^IT[IVL
procedures in place.
¹<PMZMIZMZMO]TI\WZaKPITTMVOM[
\WW?PMVKPIZ\MZKTQMV\[IZMÆW_V\W
a yacht under commercial air transport
regulations, the helicopter may only
TIVLWVIKWUUMZKQITTaIXXZW^ML
PMTQLMKS1\¼[]X\W\PMPMTQKWX\MZ
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WXMZI\WZ\WMV[]ZM\PI\\PMaIKP\¼[
helicopter landing deck is the correct
[QbMIVLPI[\PMIXXZW^IT[VMKM[[IZa
NWZKWUUMZKQITWXMZI\QWV[º
2WVI\PIV<]ZVMZ,QZMK\WZI\
5IZQ\QUM)^QI\QWV;]XXWZ\<ZIQVQVO
5);<LM[KZQJM[aIKP\PMTQKWX\MZ
operations in terms of commercial
PMTQLMKS^MZ[][VWVKWUUMZKQIT
PMTQKWX\MZTIVLQVOIZMI04)¹*]\
QZZM[XMK\Q^MWN \PM_Ia\PMPMTQKWX\MZ
operation is categorised, there are
many factors to consider when
planning to operate helicopters from

^M[[MT[QVKT]LQVOTIZOMaIKP\[ºPM[Ia[
¹<PM[MKIVJMJZWSMVLW_V
into categories including regulatory
requirements, safety aspects and
WXMZI\QWVITMٻ
KQMVKaJ]\]T\QUI\MTa
they must also be suitable to meet the
requirements of the owner. Regulations
\MVL\WKW^MZ\PMJI[QKZMY]QZMUMV\[
IT\PW]OP\PMZMTM^IVKMIVL
QV\MZXZM\I\QWVWN LQٺMZMV\ZMO]TI\QWV[
_QTTJM[]JRMK\Q^MIVLLM\MZUQVMLWVI
case-by-case basis, depending on factors
[]KPI[_PM\PMZ\PMaIKP\Q[XZQ^I\MWZ
for commercial use; we recommend

A Starspeed’s S-92 crewmember,
Luc Sones models Luxaviation
Helicopters’ new helicopter crew
uniform, designed by Group Client
Service Officer Jana App-Sandering,
who also designed Luxaviation’s
business jet flight attendant uniforms.
Andreas Wemheuer
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WXMZI\WZ[[MMSQVLMXMVLMV\IL^QKM
as early as possible. Compliance with
\PMZMO]TI\QWV[PW_M^MZLWM[VW\
guarantee an operation will be safe or
Mٻ
KQMV\#\PQ[Q[_PMZM\PMM`XMZQMVKMWN 
I[XMKQITQ[\UIZQ\QUMI^QI\QWVKWUXIVa
Q[ZMITTaWN JMVMÅ\
¹)LLQ\QWVITKWV[QLMZI\QWV[_PMV
a helicopter is to remain embarked
include refuelling, securing it to the
deck, protecting it from the elements,
and engineering requirements. If a
helicopter is to remain embarked for
long durations, extra space on board
is likely to be required for additional
[]XXWZ\MY]QXUMV\º
Pilot training

4]`I^QI\QWV0MTQKWX\MZ[NTQM[Q\[aIKP\
operations under EASA regulations
IVL+))IXXZW^MLXZWKML]ZM[
that allow it to operate commercial
PMTQKWX\MZaIKP\UQ[[QWV[¹)[[]KP
our manuals outline the full training
ZMY]QZMUMV\[NWZW]ZKZM_[º8MLMZ[MV
[Ia[¹IVL\PMa¼ZMNWTTW_ML[\ZQK\Ta?M
IT[WWXMZI\MW]ZW_V)<7CIXXZW^ML
training organisation] where all crews
take specific offshore training courses,
followed up with regular checks and
recurrent training.
¹?MXZW^QLMKZM_[_Q\P_MMSTa
newsletters updating them on
LM^MTWXUMV\[QVPMTQKWX\MZ[INM\a
All operations are also conducted
according to regulations regarding
crew duty times, including when a
PMTQKWX\MZQ[WVJWIZLº
<]ZVMZIOZMM[\PI\PQOPTa\ZIQVML
professional crews ought to be the
only choice for superyacht helicopter
WXMZI\QWV[M^MV\PW]OPI[PMVW\M[
\WLIa¼[ÆaQVOQ[][]ITTaKWVL]K\MLQV
NIQZ_MI\PMZKWVLQ\QWV[0W_M^MZ_Q\P
\PMQVKZMI[QVOQV\MZM[\QVI^QI\QWV
KIXIJTMM`XTWZMZ\aXM^M[[MT[PM
[Ia["¹<PMZM¼[IVQVKZMI[QVOIXXM\Q\M
NWZW_VMZ[\W^Q[Q\IZMI[WN \PM_WZTL
where the weather conditions may be
TM[[NI^W]ZIJTM1VILLQ\QWVI[\PM[QbM
WN \PM^M[[MT[QVKZMI[M[[WLWM[\PM
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number with commercial helidecks,
which are designed to be capable of
helicopter operations at night and in
poor weather.
¹1ZZM[XMK\Q^MWN \PMKWVLQ\QWV[
or helideck type, there are bestpractice procedures for the operation
WN PMTQLMKS[WZ04)[IVL5);<
ZMKWUUMVL[\PI\M^MZaI^QI\QWV
KIXIJTM^M[[MTPI[IVQ\MZI\Q^M[a[\MU
in place for identifying the hazards
pertinent to each helideck and for
mitigating the associated risks, thereby
making helicopter operations as
[INMI[XW[[QJTM*M[XWSMPMTQLMKS
operations manuals should be written
NWZMIKP^M[[MTQVKT]LQVO[\IVLIZL
and emergency operating procedures
– SOPs and EOPs – based on their
facilities and operations.
¹0MTQLMKSKZM_[[PW]TLJM
trained to an industry-recognised
standard, such as the UK Maritime
+WI[\O]IZL)OMVKaC5+)E4IZOM
AIKP\0MTQLMKS;INM\a<ZIQVQVO
;aTTIJ][IVL\W][M\PM^M[[MT¼[;78[
IVL-78[?MLMTQ^MZITTNW]ZKW]Z[M[
WN \PM5+)¼[[aTTIJ][QVKT]LQVO
\ZIQVQVONWZPMTQLMKSTIVLQVOWٻ
KMZ[

^M[[MT¼[KZM_ZMOIZLTM[[WN _PM\PMZ
they are directly responsible for the
PMTQKWX\MZ<]ZVMZ¼[M`XMZQMVKM[PW_["
¹)VaKZM_UMUJMZPI[\PMXW\MV\QIT
to spot something during the course of
\PMQZL]\QM[\PI\UIaIٺMK\\PM[INM\a
WN PMTQKWX\MZWXMZI\QWV[<PI\¼[_Pa
5);<[]OOM[\[ITTKZM_ZMKMQ^MIV
I^QI\QWVI_IZMVM[[KW]Z[MQVKT]LQVO
instruction on helicopter hazards and
PW_PI^QVOIPMTQKWX\MZWVJWIZLUIa
IٺMK\M^MZaKZM_UMUJMZ?M¼^MNW]VL
\PI\^M[[MT[\ISQVO\PQ[PWTQ[\QKIXXZWIKP
\WI^QI\QWV[INM\aJMVMÅ\OZMI\Ta
,MXMVLQVOWV\PMZWTMWN ILLQ\QWVIT
personnel, they may also be trained as
helideck assistants, to act as guest guides
WZI[PMTQKWX\MZZM[K]MÅZMÅOP\MZ[º
Integrated solution

4]`I^QI\QWV[XMKQITQ[M[QV>18IVL
>>18WXMZI\QWV[UW^QVOXMWXTM
expertly around the world as well as
WXMZI\QVOIQZKZIN\WV\PMQZJMPITN<PM
scenario where a helicopter collects
XI[[MVOMZ[WٺIXZQ^I\MRM\I\IV
international airport and takes them
directly to a yacht is not uncommon,
but requires careful planning and a

Starspeed is
Luxaviation
Helicopter’s yacht
specialist. Its fleet
includes the AW139.
Ned Dawson

047[PMTQLMKSI[[Q[\IV\[0,)[
PMTQLMKSÅZMÅOP\QVO·QVKT]LQVOTQ^M
PMTQKWX\MZÅZM[][QVOW]ZJM[XWSM
UWJQTMPMTQKWX\MZÅZMÅOP\QVO\ZIQVQVO
unit – and helicopter refuelling, using
our purpose-built, mobile helicopter
ZMN]MT\ZIQVQVO]VQ\º
1VNIK\\PMZMQ[IVQUXWZ\IV\I^QI\QWV
[INM\aZWTMNWZM^MZaUMUJMZWN I

high degree of crew skill, as Pedersen
M`XTIQV["¹1\Q[I^MZaKWUXTM`
WXMZI\QWV\WXTIVJ]\_MPI^M^MZa
experienced crews who are also
\Z][\MLI^QI\QWVUIVIOMZ[KIXIJTMWN 
conducting all areas of the operation
away from base, plus a fantastic team
QVW]ZWٻ
KM[<PM;\IZ[XMML\MIUW]Z
UK helicopter AOC, which manages
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The five-seat cabin of Airbus ACH135 demonstrator
D-HECB coordinates with its exterior…
Airbus Corporate Helicopters

our global yacht helicopters, has
UIVaaMIZ[¼M`XMZQMVKMWN XTIVVQVO
IVLKWWZLQVI\QVOM^MZaLM\IQTWN RM\
PMTQKWX\MZIVLaIKP\WXMZI\QWV[º
?PMVI4]`I^QI\QWV0MTQKWX\MZ[
operated machine is embarked, the
KWUXIVa¼[N]TTUIVIOMUMV\XIKSIOM
MV[]ZM[IQZKZIN\I^IQTIJQTQ\aQVKT]LQVO
IKZM_ZMILaIVLXZMXIZML\WÆa
_PMVM^MZIVL_PMZM^MZZMY]QZML
And if a client wants to embark their
aircraft from a point far from base,
4]`I^QI\QWV0MTQKWX\MZ[PI[\PM
capability to dismantle, airfreight,
reassemble and air test the machine
ready to go on board.
8MLMZ[MVVW\M["¹1\¼[I[KMVIZQW
in which our Starspeed team excels,
another complex operation requiring an
extremely experienced team, especially
[QVKM\PM»R]UXQVOW¼ٺTWKI\QWV[KIV
^MZaZMUW\M*]\PMTQKWX\MZ\ZIV[XWZ\
Q[^MZaILLQK\Q^M·WVKMIKTQMV\W_V[
WVMQ\¼[[MTLWUNIZI_IaNZWU\PMU·[W
UW^QVOIVIQZKZIN\NZWUWVMXIZ\WN \PM
_WZTL\WIVW\PMZQ[ZIZMº
Informed choices

4]`I^QI\QWV0MTQKWX\MZ[PI[\PM
facility to work closely with customers
when they are choosing or chartering
a helicopter for yacht operations and
Pedersen considers it perhaps the most
QUXWZ\IV\KWUXWVMV\QVIKPQM^QVO
MNNQKQMV\[INMWXMZI\QWV[¹?Q\PW]Z
many years of experience – Starspeed
KMTMJZI\MLQ\[\PIVVQ^MZ[IZaQV
September –we understand how
important it is to choose the correct
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PMTQKWX\MZNWZ\PMKTQMV\¼[UQ[[QWV
?MI[SY]M[\QWV[IVLIVITa[M_PQKP
\aXM_W]TL[]Q\\PMKTQMV\¼[VMML[JM[\
?PMVaIKP\WXMZI\QWV[IZMXIZ\WN \PM
equation we consider other factors too
– for example, will the helicopter fit
the helideck?
¹;WUMPMTQKWX\MZ[[]Q\W[ٺPWZM
operations better than others, but there
tends to be a degree of compromise. A
_PMMTML]VLMZKIZZQIOMUQOP\XZW^QLMNWZ
[WN\MZTIVLQVO[\PIV[SQL[WVIUW^QVO
deck, for example, but wheels may add to
KW[\[IVLUIQV\MVIVKMZMY]QZMUMV\[º
Lemos also has some thoughts on
]VLMZKIZZQIOMIVLVW\M["¹7]ZTQOP\
helicopters, including the light-twin
)+0IVL)+0IZMMY]QXXML
with skids and special, bolt-on wheels
NWZWVLMKSUIVWM]^ZIJQTQ\a*]\\PM
JMVMÅ\[WN [SQL[Q[\PMQZ[]Q\IJQTQ\a
NWZI^IZQM\aWN UQ[[QWV\aXM[1N I
helicopter is expected to support a
aIKP\¼[M`XTWZI\QWVKIXIJQTQ\aIVL
enable owners to reach remote,
inaccessible locations, then skids are
XZMKQ[MTa_PI\¼[VMMLML7]ZUMLQ]U
helicopters, including the ACH160
and ACH175, which are popular with
owners of larger yachts and support
^M[[MT[PI^M_PMMTML]VLMZKIZZQIOMº
¹?PMVQ\KWUM[\WXW_MZXTIV\º
8MLMZ[MVKWV\QV]M[¹1IT_Ia[
ZMKWUUMVL\_QVMVOQVM[1\XZW^QLM[
UWZMXW_MZIVLOQ^M[PQOPMZ
performance, which is extremely
reassuring when operating to and from a
^M[[MTIVLJM[QLM[[WUMZMO]TI\WZ[ITTW_
only twin-engined helicopters to operate

\WaIKP\[IVLW[ٺPWZMQV[\ITTI\QWV[º
Airbus Corporate Helicopters works
closely with its customers, optimising
Q\[IQZKZIN\\WQVLQ^QL]ITVMML[¹?PQTM
\PMPMTQKWX\MZ¼[UQ[[QWVLMÅVM[\PM
LMOZMMWN K][\WUQ[I\QWVZMY]QZMLº
4MUW[[Ia[¹_M¼^MLMTQ^MZMLIV]UJMZ
WN UWLQÅKI\QWV[NWZaIKP\JI[ML
PMTQKWX\MZ[<PQ[KIVZIVOMNZWUIV\Q
corrosion protection to folding blades for
compatibility with small, at-sea hangars.
¹1\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\WVW\M\PI\QV
addition to the mission, modifications
are influenced by the aircraft type and
weight, which means we can customise
an ACH175 for a life at sea more
M`\MV[Q^MTa\PIV_MKIVIV)+0
)T[W0+IZM.QZ[\W]ZKWUXZMPMV[Q^M
[]XXWZ\IVL[MZ^QKM[XWZ\NWTQWPMTX[
XZW^QLMOTWJIT[]XXWZ\[MZ^QKM[
enabling customers to anticipate and
manage their yacht-based helicopter
I^IQTIJQTQ\aº
)VW\PMZWJ^QW][XW[[QJQTQ\aNWZ
customisation is paint scheme. Lemos
KWVÅZU["¹5IVaK][\WUMZ[_IV\\W
match their helicopter to the yacht. In
one particularly eye-catching example,
/MZUIVIZ\Q[\:Q\I?MJMZKZMI\MLI
LQ[\QVK\Q^MJT]MWV_PQ\MbQObIOTQ^MZa
for an older generation EC135, to
KWUXTMUMV\\PM6]^WTIZQ4MVIZL
designed Quattroelleº
Pedersen says most modern
PMTQKWX\MZI^QWVQK[[]Q\M[IZMUWZM
than adequate for yacht operations, but
4MUW[VW\M[\PMXIZ\QK]TIZIL^IV\IOM[
he sees in the Helionix system installed
QVITT)+0¼[PMTQKWX\MZ[NZWU\PMTQOP\
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<PMI^QI\QWVKWUXTM`Q\QM[IZM
best understood by the helicopter
professionals and the best results for
\PM^M[[MTW_VMZIKPQM^ML_PMV\PM
shipbuilder and helicopter operator,
OEM or other specialist work closely
together early in the design process.
As a starting point, ACH has
TI]VKPMLIVQV\MZIK\Q^MaIKP\IXX
I^IQTIJTMWVQ<]VM[IVL/WWOTM
Play. Aimed at supporting yacht
LM[QOVMZ[IVL[PQXJ]QTLMZ[Q\XZW^QLM[
key information on yacht design
requirements for the full range of
)+0PMTQKWX\MZ[1\¼[I][MN]T\WWTJ]\
Optimised vessels
4MUW[ILUQ\["¹6W\PQVOKIVZMXTIKMI
<PMZM¼[KTMIZTaUWZM\WPMTQKWX\MZaIKP\ LQZMK\LQ[KZM\MKWV^MZ[I\QWV_Q\P\PM
WXMZI\QWV[\PIVÆaQVOW]\IVLTIVLQVO
^M[[MTLM[QOVMZ6M_aIKP\IKY]Q[Q\QWV
<PMaIKP\VMML[I[INMWJ[\Z]K\QWVNZMM WZZMJ]QTLXZWRMK\[IZM^MZaM`XMV[Q^M
area for the aircraft to touch down, with IVLQN L]MKIZMIVLKWV[QLMZI\QWVPI^M
strict regulations determining how that
not been paid to essential helicopter
IZMIQ[KWVÅO]ZMLLMXMVLQVOWV\PM
requirements, the owner may be denied
\aXMWN WXMZI\QWVXTIVVML<PMV\PMZM
[WUMWN \PMaIKP\¼[JM[\KIXIJQTQ\QM[
are questions of emergency kit stowage
<PM[WWVMZ\PMaIKP\JI[MLPMTQKWX\MZ
and, if the aircraft will be embarked,
support experts are consulted,
decisions need to be made on how
the easier it will be to incorporate
support equipment will be carried and
KIXIJQTQ\QM[NWZPMTQKWX\MZWXMZI\QWV[º
M^MV_PM\PMZI[UITTPIVOIZQ[ZMY]QZML
Pedersen says that alongside its
W\PMZUIZQ\QUMI^QI\QWVKWUXM\MVKQM[
…which neatly coordinates
4]`I^QI\QWV0MTQKWX\MZ[IT[WXZW^QLM[
with this yacht, demonstrating
KWV[]T\IVKa[MZ^QKM[ZMOIZLQVO
the possibilities for design
helideck design and considerations
across vessels and helicopters.
NWZPMTQKWX\MZWXMZI\QWV[¹1\¼[I
Airbus Corporate Helicopters
KWUXTQKI\MLIZMI[]JRMK\\WUIZQ\QUM
IVLI^QI\QWVZMO]TI\QWV[KWV\ZWTTMLJa
LQٺMZMV\I]\PWZQ\QM[#_PI\¼[IKKMX\IJTM
\WWVMUQOP\VMMLILR][\UMV\\W
[I\Q[Na\PMW\PMZº

twin-engined ACH135 to the largest
helicopter in its portfolio, the ACH175.
Nonetheless, he also notes continuing
interest from yacht operators in the
[QVOTMMVOQVML)+0IVL)+0
NWZ_PQKPPMKWVÅZU[\PMZMIZMLQOQ\IT
cockpit upgrades in the pipeline.
<W_IZL[\PMWXXW[Q\MMVLWN \PM[QbM
[KITM4MUW[ZMXWZ\["¹.WZTIZOMZaIKP\[
there is strong interest in the ACH160,
)QZJ][0MTQKWX\MZ[¼TI\M[\WٺMZQVO
much of it coming from yacht owners
currently operating AS365 or EC155
IQZKZIN\NZWU\PM,I]XPQVNIUQTaº

5);<IT[WXZW^QLM[KWV[]T\IVKa
[MZ^QKM[NWZ\PMWZQOQVITLM[QOVXPI[M
WN IXZWRMK\ZQOP\\PZW]OP\PMJ]QTL
IVLQV\W\PMWXMZI\QWVITXPI[M<]ZVMZ
KWVÅZU["¹,]ZQVO\PMLM[QOVXPI[M
there are many considerations for
safe helicopter operations, including
regulatory requirements, which
should be factored in as early as
possible. In addition to the regulations,
PW_M^MZOM\\QVO[W]VLIL^QKMNZWUIV
M`XMZQMVKMLUIZQ\QUMI^QI\QWVWXMZI\WZ
that understands the operational
ZMY]QZMUMV\[KIVPMTXIKPQM^M
helicopter operations that not only
meet the regulations, but are as safe
IVLMٻ
KQMV\I[XW[[QJTMIVLKZ]KQITTa
UMM\\PMW_VMZ¼[ZMY]QZMUMV\[º
1\¼[\Z]M\PZW]OPW]\I^QI\QWV\PI\\PM
PQOPM[\TM^MT[WN [INM\aIVLMٻ
KQMVKa
IZMIKPQM^ML\PZW]OPI\\MV\QWV\W
LM\IQT<PI\¼[XMZPIX[M^MVUWZM\PM
case when a helicopter operates with a
yacht, especially when those details are
ILLZM[[MLMIZTa<]ZVMZ[Ia["¹;UITT
LM\IQT[KIVUISMJQOLQٺMZMVKM[QN \PM
KWZZMK\IL^QKMQ[[W]OP\#\PMaUIaIT[W
PI^MÅVIVKQITJMVMÅ\[[QVKMUQ[\ISM[
tend to cost time and money. For this
ZMI[WV5);<XZMNMZ[\WRWQVIXZWRMK\
as early as possible and remain with it
into the operational phase to ensure
\PMOZMI\M[\TM^MT[WN WX\QUQ[I\QWVIVL
[INM\aIZMIKPQM^MLºQ
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DESIGN Q

| HOWARD GUY

The Greatest Slow?

U

K-based
consultancy
Design Q has
been working
with Hybrid Air
Vehicles (HAV),
manufacturer of the Airlander
10 hybrid aircraft, to create a
new concept in luxury travel.
Combining aerodynamic and
buoyant lift with thrust vectoring,
the Airlander 10 is unique.
Currently operating out of the
famous airship sheds at Cardington
near Bedford, UK, the Airlander
10 is vast – it’s the world’s largest
aircraft. It also has an extremely
TWVOMVL]ZIVKM·]X\WÅ^MLIa[
And that’s good, because the
Airlander 10 is very slow…
The aircraft has obvious potential
applications in luxury experience travel,
non-urgent freight transportation,
survey, communications relay and other
specialist missions, and it’s also inherently
developable. HAV has designed the
Airlander 10 for a 10-tonne payload but
says it could ultimately build an aircraft
capable of lifting 1,000 tonnes. For now,

though, slow, luxury travel, where the
journey is a series of experiences and just
as important as the destination, was the
inspiration for Design Q to create what
CEO Howard Guy terms a ‘stateroom
for the sky’.
In a previous era of air travel, the
Airlander 10’s cabin may have been
termed a gondola. Nestling in the
aircraft’s belly, it appears narrow and
awkward, but that’s an illusion created
by the Airlander 10’s bulk. In fact, at
46m, it’s longer than an Airbus A321,
providing Design Q with an expansive
canvas in which to create bespoke
features including a Royal Suite, for the
ultimate honeymoon, multiple Private
0WZQbWV;]Q\M[IVM`\MV[Q^M1VÅVQ\a
;]Q\MWٺMZQVO]VZQ^ITTMLKWUNWZ\IVL
the Altitude Bar. And thanks to its
extensive glazing and the aircraft’s slow
speed, the horizon-to-horizon views on
WٺMZIZM]VXZMKMLMV\ML
Before Airlander 10

Design Q CEO, Howard Guy

Guy and his business partner began
their design careers in the studios of
automotive manufacturer Jaguar. He
reckons: “We spent much of the last
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Design Q has particular expertise in luxury
product design and we applied it carefully to the
Airlander 10 concept
20 years using our automotive skills
to bring new concepts and levels of
luxury to the jet world.
“Our breakthrough was designing
Virgin Atlantic’s revolutionary Upper
Class cabin back in 2003. Subsequent
work with major carriers triggered
a long and fruitful relationship with
Bombardier, beginning with the
LM[QOVWN \PMQZ/TWJITÆQOP\LMKSQV
2005. That project set new standards
for cockpit comfort as we integrated
high-end industrial design. We went on
to collaborate on the Challenger 350
in 2012. More recently, Aerion
commissioned Design Q to work on its
supersonic AS2.”
With its AS2 involvement, Design Q
ÅVL[Q\[MTN QV^WT^MLQVLMÅVQVOVW\WVTa
the world’s fastest VIP aircraft, but
also, potentially, its slowest, presenting
IVQV\MZM[\QVOIVL^MZaLQٺMZMV\
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set of challenges. “We love doing
LQٺMZMV\\PQVO[º/]a[Ia[¹?MPI^M
a fantastic team of young designers
who never cease to surprise me with
their ideas and creativity. They relish
the opportunity to do something no
one has done before, to imagine a new
concept and then get into the detailed
design of what a space will be.
“Design Q has particular expertise
in luxury product design and we
applied it carefully to the Airlander 10
concept. Luxury is about nurturing the
senses, providing delight by thoughtful
touches down to the tiniest detail.
The high-end materials, colours and
ÅVQ[PM[KWV^MaM`KMTTMVKM_PQTM\PM
ZMIT_WWLÆWWZQVOIVL<IQ8QVO[QTS
carpets lift the interior to a class of its
own. The sofas, generous in proportion
for total relaxation and with the unique
ability to rotate, allow perfect outward

vision through the massive panoramic
windows, or turn easily to face inwards
for evening social events.”
Guy reckons a typical Airlander
10 customer will be “…a discerning
private individual who has enjoyed their
jet and private yacht for many years,
but is looking for something new and
LQٺMZMV\[WUM\PQVO\PI\_QTTOQ^M\PMU
and their guests unique access to remote
parts of the world and that enables
truly amazing views of our planet. We
envisage luxury travel companies will be
MY]ITTaSMMV\WWٺMZ\PMQZLQ[\QVO]Q[PML
clients this unique experience. And we
believe Airlander 10’s modularity will
WٺMZ\PMÆM`QJQTQ\a[]KPJM[XWSM\ZI^MT
companies need.”
The Airlander 10/Design Q
concept debuted at this year’s
Farnborough International Airshow.
So, what’s next? A tight-lipped Guy
reveals: “We’re working closely with
the Airlander engineering team on
ÅVITQ[QVO\PMXZWL]K\QWVLM[QOV?M
anticipate having further exciting news
in the next few months…” Q

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS,
EXPERIENCE MATTERS.
For more information about our custom VVIP aircraft interiors, contact us at aerospace@L3T.com.

Accelerating the pace of change.
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